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Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
EIGHTEEN PACES

VOL. 13, NUMBER B2.
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Tcxico-Farwe-

ll

made by Pleasant Hill and the bank
ers were shown some fine wheat
fields and some of the fine farms of
Curry County.
Banquet! and Entertained
In the evening at the high school
auditorium a big banquet was served,
the spread being prepared by the
ladies of the Christian Church. Fol
lowing the banquet a pleasing music
al program was rendered by Croft's
Orchestra and soma special vocal so
lections adapted from the recent
by
Elks minstrels, were rendered
Messrs. E. E. Tagader, Jack Rawl
ings, Joe Hewett, J. C. Nelson, John
D. Brown, W. H. Duckworth, H. F.
Young, R. M. Bishop, Buddie Woods,
Hobert Miller, Jake Noble and F. B
Herod.
Johnson's band contributed to the
entertainment of the guests. The
band greeted the visitors with wel
coming music when they got off the
train and also furnished music on
the street.
Following the banquet a dance was
held at tho Elks Auditorium which
was on especially enjoyable feature
of the entertainment.
New Officers Elected
The following officers were elect
ed to serve the Association during
the next year:
R. A. Uuderwood
of
President
the First National Bank, Plainview,
Texus.
First Vice President F; E. Cham
berluin of Donley County State Bank,
Clarendon, Texas.
Second Vice President C. W
Harrison, of the First National Bank,
Clovis, N. M.
Secretury D. L. C. Kinard of the
First Ni.lional Hunk, Memphis, Texas.
Treasurer Grady Oldham of the
First Stute Bunk and Trust L
Canyon, Texas.
I.uliliock and Memphis both extended invitations to the bankers for
the 1021 meeting but no final decision wus made as to which city will get
the meeting. The proposition will be
left up to the executive committee
for solution.
Local Bankers Deterve Credit
Local bankers deserve credit for
making the meeting a success. They,
in connection with the Chamber of
Commerce, spent a good deal of time
providing for the entertainment of
the visitors and the success of the
two days' entertuinment speaks volumes to their credit.

POSTDFFICE

BEGINNEXT WEEK
Harvesting will begin in Curry
County next week and farmers are
now getting their machinery ready
to begin JuHt as soon as the grain
gets in condition.
Everything looks
fvorable for a good yield and now
about tho only problem Curry County
farmers are facing is the shortage
of labor. Every man who wants a
job in the harvest fields certainly
does not have to leave this section
to get work.

V.

W. NICHOLS NAMED

DEPUTY

ITS
The post office wus moved into
new quarters in the new Barry building Sunday, und is now going full
swing. New fixtures have been installed throughout, and more than
1100 combination boxes are included
in tho equipment.
Although an uddition of 200 boxes
uro included in the new post office,
there are calls for over 200 more
that cannot be supplied.
The News Stand in the lobby of
the post office has ulso installed new
fixtures.

COLLECTOR

Carl A. Hatch, collector of internal revenue, has recently formed a
new rcvenuo district, with heudqnar
ters at Clovis. As field deputy col
lector for this district Mr. Hutch has
recently named W. W. Nichols of
this city, who assumes the duties fff
his position at once. Mr. Nichols
district will bo composed of Curry)
DeBaca and Roosevelt Counties. Mr,
McGeo who has been deputy in this
territory will' be transferred to Bos
well.

IS NOW IN

NEW STATE AUTO
BUILDING IS SOLD
The brick building at the torner
of Main and Washington now occu
pied by the New Stute Auto Co.,
sold recently to Mrs. Mury Lyons,
The building was owned by the First
Mortgage Loan Company, and the
deal was handled by the Scheurlch
Agency.
Tho New Stuto Auto Company has
a lease on the building and will con
tinuo to occupy it.

EIGHTEEN PAGES

T
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GAR SHORTAGE

OE THE DIE

One to be Provided on North Main Says the Shortage U Nationwide and
Street and the Other Will be In
that '00,000 More Cars Are Now
the East Part of Town Near the1
Needed to Solve Present Needs
Railroad Crossing.
of the Country.
Municipal camping grounds for
tourists have been planned, and will
be ready within a short time to accommodate the many car loads of
summer vacationists who are now
passing through Clovis on the great
national highways.
The City of Clovis working with
the Chamber of Commerce will install water, lights and toilets on each
of the two campmg grounds, and will
thoroughly advertise them.
Tho first aite selected is the half
block just south of the high school
building where tourists from the west
will find
handy accommodations.
Work of cleaning off the grounds
preparatory
to installing lights,
water and sewer connections will
start early next week.
The other site will be in the east'
em edge of town near the railway
crossing. This will take care of the
tourists who come from the east over
the Ozark Trail and Bankhead High
way.

Amurillc, Texas, June 21,1920.
"The box car situation shows only
slight improvement,' said R. J. Park
er, General Manager of the Western
Liiwi, wheu asked about the car situation this week. Mr. Parker con
sider condition grave and that they
of all
can only be met by
interests.
"The car shortage is nation-wide,- "
continued Mr. Parker, "The Inter
state Commerce Commission est!'
mates that the minimum and immedl'
ate needs are 100,000 additional
freight car. The country ha advanced and produces much more
freight. The railroad on the other
hand have not been able to add
much equipment since before the
war.
"The car shortage ha been Inten
sified by labor trouble at port and
terminal and by lack of shipping.
Long strings of cars under load choke
the big terminals or lie idle for weeks
at principal poets. United effort
is now in progress to break tho block
ades under the supervision of the
Interstate Commerce Commission
LOCATION FOR HEW
and the car service commission of the
American Railroad Association. Open
R. R. OFFICE BUILDING top cars are moving east and box
cars coming west for distribution
Although the location for the new where most needed.
"Another feature add seriously
Santa Fo office building has not been
definitely announced, it seems to be to the shortage," said Mr. Parker.
pretty well assured now that It will "Many thousand cars are out of serv
be on the corner of the Harvey House Ice undergoing repairs. Every repair
lawn just west of the freight depot. track is crowded with cars in bad
Only about ten per cent of
While this will, to a certain extent, order.
box tar on hand out here are
the
impair the beauty of the lawn it will
make tho building convenient to all fit for grain loading, the greater per
departments, and it will likely serve centage being foreign cars. Every
the company better than if it were day a car remains on the repair track
adds to the cr shortge."
located elsewhere.
Th wheat crop now being harvest'
cd can not be moved as rapidly as
SETTING HEN ROUTED
ready for market and Mr. Parker
BY TUESDAY'S FIRE
considers the suggestions to provide
farm storage or to stack the wheat
A setting hen, a tank car full of
as practical. The Santa Fe has hud
gasoline, and a bnttery of fire exno curs to store this year, because
tinguishers operated by employees
no curs have been available.
of the Texns Company, wers features
New equipment has been ordered
of the fire that occurred at 311 South
und Mr. Parker states that additional
Prince, Tuesday at noon.
orders will be placed soon. In the
Excitement ran high when smoke
meantime it is necessary to make' the
came pouring out from under the
best posihlc use of cars at hand by
floor of the store room where the
heavy loading and loading and un
setting hen ruled supreme, especially
loading promptly all cars as received
since there was enough guso'.ine in
the tank car a few feet away to blow
Clovis off the map.
T
Tho store room adjoins the store
of the Masterson Mercantile and the
Texas Company employees put out
the blaze before any damage was
done.
The big engine at the light and
Only tho setting hen knows how power plant was broken Wednesday
the blaze started, and up to the time night with the result that It will be
of going to press we haven't been out of commission for about ten days
able to get an interview with the hen. waiting for repairs to come from the
factory. Two smaller engines have
PERSONAL MENTION
been pressed into service with the
hope that there will not be a grea'
Howard Mason has returned from deal of interruption in the light serv
Crllege Station where he hn been ice during the period while the plant
attending A. & M. College the past is waiting on repairs for the machin
year.
cry.
There will necessurily be a short
Mrs. Fred Dennis is entertaining age in water but there will be plenty
the Summer Auction Club at her' for domestic use if users ure ceo.
home thh afternoon.
nomical.

t
Car Shortage Viewed With Alarm
To the Wheat Growers of Curry County:
There exists a shortage of cars for the movement of grain
not only in New Mexico but in the Panhandle of Texas. In
view of tho fact that the furmers of Curry County will soon
begin harvesting and threshing another big crop of wheat they
should view with alarm the shortage of cars and make arrangements to take care of the bulk of their wheat before they
begin threshing as otherwise they might be compelled to pile
it on the ground and in the event of rain, be heavy loser.
It will probably be many months after the crop is threshed
before enough cars can be secured to haul the 1920 crop to
the market.
This is, indeed, a serious problem and should
receive the careful consideration of every wheat farmer In
the county.
Respectfully submitted for your consideration.
CLOVIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

$1.50 PER YEAS

ClITini P1DE 10
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PARKER TALKS ABOUT

HND1 TOURISTS

Association Asks Interstate Commerce
Commission to Help Alleviate the
Serious Freight Car Shortage.

y
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HOLD

SESSION III CLOVfS

The Panhandle Bankers Assocla-th- n
ha been entertained In Clovis
this week. The session convened
and adjourned
Tuesday morning
Wednesday at noon after two daya
apent In carrying out an Interesting
program.
Mayor Joe McClelland tendered
the banker the key to the city and
Introduced Judge Sam Bratton, who,
In hi usual pleasing manner, delivered an address of welcome that made
the visiting banker feel at home.
Following Judge Bratton'a address
the president of the Association
called on W. H. Fuqua of Amarillo to
respond. On behalf of the visitors
Mr. Fuqua declared that they remembered how Clovis had entertained
them at a past meeting and looked
forward to Just such a good meeting
again. He declared that If he ever
moved away from Texas he would'
wsnt to come to New Mexico, and if
he should come to New Mexico, the
Magic City would be the town he
would want to live in. Mr. Fuqua
spoke of the growth of the city and
declared that a beautiful and growing city had been built at a site where
only a few years ago the depot had
to be decorated before the train
would stop.
Following the response to the ad
dress of welcome the bankers Immediately went Into business session
and earrh-out a good program. The
feature of the morning session Tues
day was tho address by Gov. R. I..
Reserve
VanZundt of the Federal
Bank at Dallas.
Car Shortage Diicutaed
The problem of the cur fchorlagc
came up for discussion nt the Tucs-daafternoon meeting. Numbers of
bankers pointed out that there wax
yet quite a bit of Inst year's wheat
in the hand of the farmer that had
been delayed in shipping on account
of lack of cars, and from all over
tho territory covered by the Association indications are that big crop
w'.ll be raised.
Fearing a great loss
to the entire section on account of
lack of facilities to move the crop,
the Association passed a strong resolution asking the Interstate Commerce Commission to see that this
more
with
section was provided
freight cars.
Automobile Drive
At four o'clock Tuesday
afternoon the visitors were taken for a
drive over the county. The drive was
made to
and'a circle

Official Paper of U. S. Land Office

Preparations Going Forward for Clovis'
Jf lenic July 6; ball Game and Big
Pavement Dance Scheduled.
Bargain Carnival
Is On In Clovis
The merchant of Clovis now have
on a carnival of bargains. Several
big bargain sales are now on and others are to start this week with the
result that shoppers will be able to
make a great aaving in seasonable
merchandise during the next fifteen
days. This week's New
filled with
special price that will prove inter
eating reading matter and should
bring buyer to Clovis from the en
tire surrounding section.
1

117,000 FIRE DESTROYS
HIGH

SCHOOL MATERIAL

Fire of unknown origin caused
117,000 damage to the workshop of
J. W. Mordecai at the new Eugene
Field school building Saturday morn
ing.
More than $7,000 worth of mill
work , together with hundreds of dollars worth of paint, lime, cement, a
Ford truck, tools, machinery and records went up in amok before the
flames could be brought under con-

trol
The alarm was turned in at two
o'clock in the morning, after the fire
had destroyed a part of the building,
and it was impossible to determine
It
just how the blaze originated.
was' first thought that spontaneous
combustion had been caused by the
lime, but it had been stored there for
three months and the building had
not leaked during the recent heavy
rains.
All the woodwork for the new
school building was destroyed and
will hnve to be repluced, but Mr.
Mordecai stated that most of the sup
plies had been ordered by wire and
that there would be no great delay.
The building and supplies were
covered by $10,000 insurance.
MRS. WELCH'S PUPILS

WILL GIVE RECITAL
The music pupils of Mrs. J. W.
Welch will give a recital at the Meth- -'
odist Church Friday evening, June
26th. No admission will be charged
and all are invited to attend.
AUSTIN'S STORE TO BE
MADE TWO STORIES

rinns for building an additional
story on the A. B. Austin building
which is now under construction on
Grand and Mitchell were announced
enrly this week.
When the building is completed
Mr. Austin plans to handle groceries
and dry goods on the main floors and
have a department store in the basement.
The un stairs of the building will
consist of a number of modern rooms
especially fitted up for a rooming
house.

CONVENTION BULLETINS
WILL BE GIVEN
Clovis will get the happenings
of tho Democratic National
Convention nsxt week hot off
tho wires. All tho important
happenings of the Convention
will bs bulletined. The News
and the Jourt.al will
in furnishing the wrvice which
will come direct from the Uuit-c- d
Press, one of the greatest
news gathering agencies in th-- j
country.

A monster Callithumpian parade,
numerous field sports, a base. baH
game between the Clovis Elks and
Amarillo,
numerous
concenriona,
band concerts throughout the day,
and a big pavement dance in the
evening will be a few of the
feature of the Independence Day
celebration held In Clovl on July 3.
The celebration will be held on
Main Street from the Santa Fe to
the court house and the present
plan include a string of concession
stands all along the way which will
dispense red lemonade, "hot dogs",
balloons, whistles, tin horns and everything that goes to make up a real
picnic.
The Callithumpian parade, or burlesque parade, which starts at 10:09
o'clock in the morning, will include
all the crazy stunts that the comic
braina of Clovis can invent, and
promise to be a scream front beginning to end. Every merchant la
town ha been asked to take part ia.
the parade or have a representative
there, and every youngster who can
buy a tin horn or
whistle will
probably be Included in the gigantic
kazoo bond that will feature this part
of the program.
The committee it
putting forth every effort to make
thi callithumpian parad-- j a success,
and hereafter it will probably be aa
annual affair in connection with July
4th celebrations.
Field sports will include potato
races, sack races, fat men1 races,
lean men' races, 100-ydashes and
the like, and prizes will be offered
for the winners. .
The lawn at the court house will be
turned over to the visitors and will be
in shape for basket lunches at noon.
At two o'clock in the afternoon
there will be a free base ball game
between the Clovis Elks baseball nine
and the Amarillo team. This promises to be one of the best games
ever witnessed in Clovis, as Amarillo has an exceptionally strong team
and the Clovis Elks are stepping
along in great shape.
All day Johnson's concert band will
be busy dispensing music for the
entertainment of the visitors; and a
jazz ochestra will furnish the music
for the big free pavement dance opposite the court house lawn Saturday
evening. The lawn will be ablaze
with hundreds of Japanese lanterns,
and there will be plenty of dancing
room for all those who want to trip
the light fantastic.

HAIL DOES DAMAGE
IN SOME SECTIONS
Some sections of the county north

tnd northweot of Clovis were visited
by n bad hail storm on lat'i Friady
evening.
The hail in tho sections
where it reached did much damage
to the wheat.

SOLDIERS

CAN

STILL
INSURANCE

Soldiers who have let their war risk
insurance lapse for more than eighteen months can still be reinstated
without medicul examination before
July 1st, according to Miss Ethel
Smock, local Red Cross secretary.
"Many of the returned soldiers)
who have neglected their government
insurance think it is .oo late to have
it reinstated." said Mi& Smock, "and
there are ma.y in Curry Co. whom
this new ruling will affect. We are
anxious thnt every soldier in this vicinity should take advantage of this
liberal offer made by the govern-

ment"
Information about war risk insur- -'
from Miss
once can be obtained
Smock in the Red Cross offices in the
Chamber of Commerce building.

f

THE CL0V1S NEWS

The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County.
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher

in every valley over the whole earth; the same time, render a great serv
I will build an academy in every town ice to the country in the present
and endow it. A college in every crisis, the action of tho company
state and fill it with able professors. U worthy of commendation, judged
I will crown every hill with a place from any standpoint.
of worship, consecrated to the proIt is nothing more than just, howmulgation of the gospel of peace; I ever, that the funds of tho big insurwill support in every pulpit an able ance companies should be available
toacher'of righteousness, so that eve- to the average man for home-buildin-

THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1920.

Saturday eve

In honor of Riley and
his bride. All had a nice time and
at an early hour an abundance of
candy was served.
MV. R. N. Hugler is still on the
sick list.
Pleasant Hill, what is the matter
with you? Come on with tho news.
CROSS-EYEJANE.

NOTICE TO PUBLIC

TEXAS WONDER

for kidney and bladder troubles, grav
Anyone who has mtafit garments
el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
or old clothes that they would be wil- and irregularities of the kidneys and
ling to donate to the United Charities bladder in both men and women. If
to be given to the poor are requestnet sold by your druggist will be sent
ed to phone any one- of tho under- by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
signed. Clothing will be called for small bottle often cures. Send for
on Monday's only.

Those funds represent the savEntered at the postofftce at Clovis, ry Sabbath morning the chime of
New Mexico, ai second class matter one hill should answer the chime of ings of the people, and they are enNotice to Farmers The St. Vraln
another round the earth's wide cir- - titled to preference in loans. The National Farm Loan Association
ader the act of March 3, 1879.
sunrferencc; and the voice of prayer compuny in question has 20,000,000 amended Territory covers all Curry
and the song of ppraiae should as policy holders. There is no reason County west of Range 36. If you

R. M. HALL, Pres.
BERT CURLESS, V. Pres.
Mrs. A. J. RODES, Secretary.

Dr. E. W. Hall,
sworn testimonials.
2028 Olive st, St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

Phone 97 for job work of all kinds
BROOM
CORN New Mexico's
like a universal holacaust to why the big borrowers should monop- desire a loan, call on or write for one suro srop. Get your seed at
50
One Year
Vnven." Henry Richurd, in Ency olize the loans from the savings of further information.
J. L. Hines, Gurley Warehouse.
- 75 ?lonodin of Quotations.
Ri Months
those 20,000,000 people.
fecretary-Treasurc- r
It is high time that big business
If its news Tho News wants it.
recognized that the aver- generally
NEW
PLAN
everybody
Ice cream is a food and is now rec- Phone us. No. 07.
It is impossible to please
ugc nuin be accorded financial priv(Albuquerque Herald)
ognized as such by all good authoryou meet, so what's the use of tryileges, at least enough of them to ities. You
shoulders?
both
know you are getting the
ing to carry wuter on
In view of the growing demand put him into a position to live de best when you insist on being servGo ahead, do your duty as you see
cently and comfortably.
Big busi ed with Campbell's ice cream.
it, pay your debts, toll a mun to hi Tor a sensible solution of the housWe are now feeding more
ness is dependent upon the people
face the things you would aay be- ing problem, especially in the great
power
for motive
and sustenance. It
people than at any time we
hind his back, and put your trust in industrial centers, the announcement
BROOM CORN New Mexico's
is
serving
its
own
when
interest
have been in the restaurant
the Lard and keep your powder of a great life insurance company
one sure srop. Get your seed at
it promotes the public welfare.
business in Clovis. There is a
dry. If you carry a pail of water that it is to devote its investment
Gurley Warehouse.
on each shoulder you will undoubted- resources in the future to aiding
reason for this. We are giving
ly get a shower bath sooner or later. families of small means to acquire
our patrons the very best
names, is one of the most significant
1
service and plenty of good
finWANTED
Careful
koduk
LOCUST GROVE NOTES
Clovis nov has two grain eleva- developments that has come to light
1...
L...
a Ju
J.
to eat.
things
still
ar.d
up
probgoing
recently
in
is
with
connection
the
tors, another
Twice daily service. In at 0,
'
out same day. Send your fin- another has been organized with the lem.
OPEN ALL NIGHT
We got a good rain Friday night
isiiing lo a reliable, caiubiisnea
This company hus $00,000,003
result that a fourth elevator will soon
firm. We pay postage one way.
be under construction. This not only which it proposes to loan on homes mil miite a lot of hnil which damaged
tlinn
is
pleasing
more
What
new polHANNA & HANNA, Matter
We have adopted
means that that the farmers' needs to cost less than $10,000. The limit vitrdcn considerably.
Albuquerque.
Photographer,
drink at our fountain
a c;
restaurant
our
keeping
icy
of
.
E,
who
year
Mr.
..
of
family
is set at $10,000 in order that the
Virden and
i
this
J.
i
will be well taken care
IWLfluUUIl
j, on tt iI11H,l UUKiy
open all night. This Will give
but aho indicates that Clovis ip go- benefits from the new plan may go visited in Texas and Oklahoma for a
T especially when you know that
the wheat haulers s, chance to
ing to be one of the best grain mark- entirely to those of small nivalis, few weeks returned last week.
our Btamlard of service de- Little Elieene Rundol is on the
principally wage earners, and the
ets in this entl.-- section.
X
something to eat no matter
get
purity and
niands absolute
VACCINE
loan must be on a new bouse, which lick list this week.
cleanliness?
spotless
how
late they are in getting In
J
Most everyone from this com
What effect will McAdoo's refusal insures that the loan will aid in exnight
or how early they want
at
You just can't beat it, now
to accept the Democratic nomination tending the housing facilities of the munity attended Mr. Ike Goedekc's
This is the original formula
out
"
get
in the morning.
to
you?
can
nle Wednesday.
This is the question that is country.
have?
Kansas Cerm Free Vaccine
Mr. Moore's folks and Mrs. Bow
The loan will be made for 50 per
puzzling prominent Democrats now.
(Aggression) which has revoThere is no question but that it has cent of the total value of the proper- mun visited at Mr. Chester Watkins'
lutionized Blackleg treatment.
made Gov. Cox's chances for the ty, will run for 15 yean, at tin in- Sunday.
It originated thru experiments
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lindsey arc
nomination much better, and soy, terest rate of 6', 4 per cent, and a
at Kansas Agricultural College
wouldn't it be some race for those payment of an amount equal to 3 the proud parents of a fine boy.
directed by tho president of
Mr. Ira Taylor, Jr., was seen going
two Ohio newspaper men to be pit- per cent of the principal will be re.
this company in person. One
south bright and early Sunday mornOpen All Night
ymed annually.
ted against each other?
dose prevents Blackleg. Proved
Slaughter Murray, Proprietor
ing. We are wondering why?
This plan opens the door to virtualon over a million calves. AbsoMr. Riley Boss and Miss Alma
The banker visitors who were in ly all the homeless policy holders of
lutely reliable one trial conClovis Tuesday and Wednesday at- the company to acquire their homes F'ersely were quietly Thursday aftervince.
performed
the
tending the convention have all gone on terms that amount to practically noon. Rev. Thurston
U, S. Blackleg Vaccine 20c
As the ceremony.
home with a good word to say for the same as rent payments.
per dose.
Mrs. Decker and son of Houston,
the Magic City. All western towns payments of both interest and princi
in Texas is visiting her sister-in-laT ANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
are growing but it is doubtful if pal arc to be made
there is a town in the territory of some respects it is easier than paying Mrs. T. J. Rundol. They had not
Distributors, Roswell, N. M.
Our Motto:
eueh other in about twenty
the Panhandle Bankers Association rent.
f Tho Vricc Ts The Thing"
The inauguration of this invest years.
with the exception of the oil towns,
Mr. Russell and fumily, Mr. Dart
that is making more rapid progress ment plan by one of the nation s
CHICHESTER BRAND. A
according to its size, than Clovis. largest insurance companies should Osborne and family and J. E. Randol
See us before you sell
,
.
.
T.
Mr.
Sunday
at
(
No set of men are more keen to have a farreaching effect in bring and family spent
llr.dA
ml
Hc4
I'lll.
I.
1U
L'UJLr
millRV
J,
Uamlol's.
shortage,
housing
bankers
ing
tho
from
the
lllu
town
than
relief
notice a live
wim.
U'l
M N Svl T.k. Mhr. II. r mt ;w V
S. W. LAN'K, Maunjjcr
Mr. Arthur Curry killed a beef
and the meeting of the Association and in stimulating home building.
biAMM.ND
llHANIt 11 1.1.4. l lift
Saturday
afternoon.
as
t4
Recognition
much
a
known
!
of
need
AIt)rKHItl
in
tho
substantial
for
result
il,!ilctt,
here will
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Mr. and Mrs. Owens visited nt Mr.
movement by such huge ingood to Clovis.
vestment concerns as the insurance I!oss' Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiggins visited at
companies will do much to bring a
THE COST OF WAR
Mr. Moss' Tuesday afternoon.
liolutian of the problem.
Mrs. John Boss nnd niece are vis
Withdrawing from the big real
"Give me the money thut has been
spent for war and I will purchase estate investment field to enter the iting in Oklahoma.
Mr. Ebb Randol has been suffering
every foot of land upon the globe. Jicld of the small home owner is
but the management of the in- with the tooth ache this week. He
I will clothe every man, woman and
child in an attire of which kings and surance company doubtless sees an seems to be getting quite "wise" so
queens will be proud. I will build opportunity to do business safely ar.d we suppose it it a "wisdom tooth."
There was a social at Mr. Boss'
hillside, and profitably in this latter field and at
a school house on
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
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Real Service!

HOME-BUILDIN-

Can You

Beat It? i

pos-sib- lo

i

t
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That
The
Made Kansas Famous

t

MURRAY

Confectionery

Worswick & Logan

J

SPILLS

r.

0gg& Boss Cafe

..

.

". "''

home-buildi-

Let Us Furnish Your

ery

HOME

Order Your Repairs Now and Be Ready

The prospective Juno Hrulc is onntoinpliitiiijj: the realization of her jiirl novel dream "her own homo." Fulfill her
hapine.ss by furnishing that homo as cheerfully and as comfortably as possible.
You grooms who are to do tho providing you fond relatives
and friends who arc considering gifts will be wise and thoughtful to bring her in hero and lot her do her own choosing.
"Wo

would be pleased to show you our excellent line of

bod-roo-

m

suites, dining room suites, rugs, davenports, porch furniture nnd many other things that go toward making the homo
Jieautiful and comfortable.

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
.This is the ideal outfit for the man
who wants to be indeper.dcrA and do
his own threshing, and other belt
bid drawbar work, exactly when ho
jvants to, without waiting.
8
Kerosene
. .We picture a Case
TTractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher.
The tractor will handle all farm
requiring belt power up to.
ts rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
4 19 8 inches deep, or an

'

10-1-

ma-Ichin-

binder, a
grain drill, a
jtion Bpike tooth harrow, an
double-actio- n
disc harrow or a large
.manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this small
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been famous for;
76 years.

ot

22-sh-

ot

Your Credit
Is Good

Let us tell you taw you tan'de.
crease the hard work on your anq
with Case machinery,

D. F. SHINN

pr
KD

Clovis, New Mexico'

Office Cor. Grand and Pyle

CP

LJ

IKEROSENE

L

(

23,

TRACTORS

If You Intend to Order a New Oufit Protect Yourself
By ORDERING NOW

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
Quality Home Furnishers
V

JOHNSON BROS.

YOUR CREDIT IS

GOOD

W1
AJtTICLFS

lVcOT ORATION

OF

Corporation
Commiaion of
New Mexico.
CERTIFICATE OP COMPARISON
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It i hereby certified that the annexed ii a full, true and complete

State

rranscnpi

we

01

of Incorporation of
OIL AND GAS
SYNDICATE
(No Stockholders' Liability)

Certificate

TAIBAN-TOLA-

R

No. 10621

with the endorsements thereon.
same appears on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation
Uumnusaion.
In testimony whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this cer
tificate to be signed by its chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe
on this lUtn day of June A. D. 1020.
(Seal)
HUGH II. WILLIAMS. .
Attest:
Chairman.
M. P. MANZANARES,
Acting Clerk.
Certificate of Incorporation of
TAIBAN-TOLAOIL AND GAS
SYNDICATE
(No Stockholders' Liability)
i U. tk
' ttmlurm'ttrnt.A
living urBII"
....Uf. MIIVU) k..inn
ous of forming a private corporation,
under and by authority of the laws of
tho state of New Mexico, hereby
associate ourselves together and have
made, signed, executed and acknowledged the following articles for that
purpose.
R

!:.

"l

The name of the corporation shall
Taiban-Tola- r
Oil and Gas Syndicate (No Stockholders' Liability).
a.
Its principal office in this state
. shall be located in the City of Clovis,
Curry County, New Mexico, and John
Pahl, whose post office address is
Clovis, New Mexico, is hereby named
and designated as the statutory agent
of said corporation and
. in charge
upon whom process against the corporation may be served.
be

3.

The objects for which this corporation is formed, in addition to the
general powfcrs confenjed by law,
re ai follows:
To acquire by purchase, lease, gift,
devise or otherwise, oil and gas leases, mines, mineral lands, oil and gas
lands, and leases and to acquire by
location and discovery or otherwise,
under and in pursuance to the laws
of the United States of America,
mines and mining claims, and to acquire by gift, purchase, devise, lease
or otherwise any mines or mining
claims, patented or located, or discovered by any person or association
of persons under the Laws of the
United States of America.
To engage in or carry on the business of drilling and exploring for oil;
to mine, dig for or otherwise oiituin
from the earth, petroleum, rock or
carbon oils, natural gas or other
o
mineral substances; to manufacture, refine, prepare for market,
buy, sell and transport gus und oil
In the crude or refined condition;
to acquire for these purposes gas ami
oil lands, leaseholds and other interests in real estute and ana. oil nml
other rights, to construct and maintain conduits und lines of tubing und
piping for the transportation of natural gus or oil for the public generally as well as for the use of said
corporation; to transport such oil and
gas by means of such pipes, tank
cars or otherwise and to sell und supply tho same to others; to lay, buy,
.
lease, sell and operate
pipe
lines and storage tanks to be used for
the purpose of transporting und storing oils and gns and of doing a general pipe line und slorngp business;
to construct und maintain gns wells,
oil wells und oil refineries, and to
buy, sell and deal in gas mid oil; to
construct and maintain all railways,
wamwajs, iciegrapn aim telephone
lines necessary or convenient in the
prooccuuon or tho business of the
company; to obtain and prepare for
unmet sucn oinor valuable minerals or materials ss may be discovered
in oeveioping the lands of the com
pany and to do and transact all hum
ness properly connected with or incidental to any or all of said objects
and purposes.
To acquire by grant, purchase or
wuierwise suDject to legislative au
wiuriiy wncn anu wnere necessary,
franchises,
concessions, rights and
privileges of every kind and noture
Incidental to the carrying out of tho
purposes or tnis corporation.
It is hereby provided that this cor
poration may conduct its business
ami penorm any and all nets herein
specified in any state of ihe Union
and for such purpose.!
nc ono
ur more on ice o- ' ; Ma state.
vol-utii-

pip-.'S-

-

The amount i
Iaa1

4

1

..

poxt-Olfl-

20 shares.
lr.n.806 W;

D'rich,

Texas, 100 shares.

Wichita

6.

This corporation shall exist for a
term of fifty years..
8.

The hemes and respective post office addresses of those who shall
erve as directors for the first three
months are as follows:
John Duhl, Clovis, New Mexico.
Wichi
F.H?TcxaFs.

McS'

W

tli-

- tin

dortigned subscribers-to.vthe
capital
stock of the above named corporation, for and on behalf of ourselves
and all other stockholders who may
become associated with' us and said
corporation, do hereby declare that
--

'

R

u

ttannri
bilitv on .ccnunt
tnv
by said corporation after the com
mencement oi Business Dy said corporation; and that said stockholders
are only severally liable for the
amount of capital of said corporation
certified to have been actually paid
in, in property or cash, at the time
of the commencement of business by
said corporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We
have hereunto subscribed our names
and set our seals the 1st day of June,

JUNE 34,

HSSI
tenth day of June; A7 ETT920
jTOTlcrFORPUBtlCATTCJr"
Ceiti.icate ef Notability ef 11 o'clock . m.- - -- '
Stockholders of
Certificate
Incorporation
of
and
TAIBAN-TOLAU. S. Land Office, Fort Sumner,
OIL AND GAS Certificate of Stockholders'
SYNDICATE
N. M., May 27, 1920.
of
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Notice Is hereby given that Jame
OIL AND GAS
Filed in the Office of the State TAIBAN-TOLAAotle, of Clovis, N. M., who, on May
SYNDICATE
Corporation Comjssion of New Mex(No Stockholders' Liability)
14, 1918 made Additional
ico, June 10,1920, 11 a. m.
HomeA. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Wherefore, the Incorporators nam- stead entry No. 015963, for W,
ed in said Certificate of Incorpor- Section 89, Township 1 N., Range
Compared JJO to EMA.
38
State of New Mexico, County cf ation, and who have signed the same E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed noand their successors and assigns, are
Curry, ss.
I hereby certify that this instru- hereby declared to be from this date tice of intention to make Final three
ment was filed for record on tho 12th until the Tenth day of June, A. D. year proof to establish claim to tha
day of June, A. D. 1920, at 10:00 Nineteen Hundred and Seventy, a land above described, before C. V.
o'clock a. in., and duly recorded in Corporation by tho name and for the
Steed, Probate Judge, in his office
book 1, page
1
of the records purposes set forth in said Certificate.
at Clovis, N. M., on the 6th day of
of Art. Inc. of said County.
(Nos. 10021 and 10G22)
W. C. ZERWER, County Clerk.
In Testimony Whereof, the State July, 1920.

- Cor;

Pec'd. VoL

T

whereof, the Rtato
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe
on this 10th day of June A. D. 1920.
(beul)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS.
Attest:
Chairman.
M. T. MANZANARES.
Acting Clerk.
Certificate nf
TAIBAN-TOLAOIL AND GAS
SYNDICATE
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Stute of New Mexico. Count v of
Curry, hs.

;t

"

ty

R

300-30-

Corporation Commission of the Stute
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Claimant
names as witnesses,
State Corporation Commission of of New Mexico has caused this cer-- Adolph Amborn, John S. Martin. J.
JOHN DAHL (SEAL)
:
tifipfitp
ha
aicrnorl
n
ktr
k
MM
ifa
in"
... ruimuiliail
JNO. F. MeSPADDEN (SEAL) New Mexico.
and the Seal of said Commission, to D. Trobaugh, and Henry Wiggins, all
Certificate of Filing
CEO. W. DIEDERICH
(SEAL)
De
United
States of America, State of
arrixed at the City of Santa Fe of Clovis, N. M.
Stote of New Mexico, County of
on this 10th day of June, A. D. 1920.
New Mexico, ss.
W. R. McGILL,
Curry, ss.
It is hereby certified that there (SEAL)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
On this 1st day of June, 1920, beRegister.
filed
was
for
record in the office of Attest:
fore
met nttrannnllv nnnQtar1
Chairman.
- - f-.sx
i
ivitti the Stute Corporation Commission of
P,
M.
MANZANARES,
Duhl and John F. McSpadden, to me
the State of New Mexico, on the
If its news The News wants it,
Acting Clerk.
Known to oe we persons described
in and who executed the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me
that thev executed tha umn as ttiolr
free act end deed.
g)
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal tha day and vpbi In thla
.
tificato first above written.
(SC.AL)
A. E. CURREN,
Notary Public.
My commission expires June 13, 1922
State of Texas, County of Wichita, ss.
On this 7th dnv nf .Tuns loon k.
fore me personally appeared George
W. Diederich, to me known to be the
person described In and who exe.
cuted the foregoing Instrument and
acknowli(lnH to ma that k.
is manufactured by the Cramer Mill and Elthe same as his free act and deed.
TNT TV ITMPCD
.
evators
nmpDnAR
Co. right here in Clovis.
...
,
tt
i nave
hereunto set my handricir.ur
and affixed my
viiii'ihi um. me aay ana year In this
certificate first above written.
M. W. McGUlNNIS,
1920.

.

-r-

We want you to try

SUNLIGHT FLOUR
It

"uiiMj

(SbALl

Buy Flour Now

Nnlon.Pi.kll.

My commission expires June 1. 192l!
rt nr.
T.vfr
No. 10C22.

Regular Masting
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month,
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing- - In
this jurisdiction are invited.
R. J. Neal. Recorder.

Buy your Sunlight Flour now for two or three
months ahead as it is now manufactured out of old
wheat and the grade is Al.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

Cramer Mill

&

Elevators Company

Merit That Makes Mileage

JJ Helps

-- In Tires for the Smaller Cars

Sick
i Women

Such extraordinary competence and carefulness as &:z characteristic of all Goodyear
manufacturelikevvisecharacterize Goodyears
building of tires for the smaller cars.

Cardul, the woman's
tonic, helped Mrs. William Eversole, of Hazel
Palch, Ky.
Read what
she writes:
"I had a
breaking-dow- n
general
of my health. I was in
bed for weeks, unable to
get up.
I had such a

weakness and dizziness,
. . . and the pains were
very severe.
A friend
fold me had tried every-thielse, why not
Cardul?. . . I did, and
soon saw it was helping
me . . . After 12 bottles,
I am strong and well."
1

Fate 24

R

R

Commission.
In testimony

t2Q.

Only very unusual experience and endeavor
make possible the high relative value built
into the 30x3, 30x3Vk, and Slxinch
Goodyear Tires in our' Plant No. 2, the
world's largest factory devoted to these sizes.

ft
ri

ng

In addition to the larger sizes Goodyear
builds, a daily production averaging 20,000
tires of these smaller sizes alone makes them
easily available, regardless of the big demand,
to owners of Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, and other cars taking these sires.

TAKE

".v

John F. McSpsdden, Wichita Falls,
Texas,

Texas!'

wn

.1

and respective
.annf :.. num
. addrouu! nnl .vc.mnTv
ber of shares subscribed by each
of
juc uiiorporuiors nercin, are as follows:
oh.n Dohl, Clovis,' New Mexico,

.

ta ATftfr tlmt

TH''DAY,

(

be
ir
Tho names

..

TMm la

r''S,

'

.tu authorized cap
rorporuiion
u,.)uu.uu nivuied into one thousand shares of the pur value of
(10
each. The amount of capital ft
with
ic
snail begin business shall
"urn
bo 1.14,000.00.
All shores of stock shall he fully
paid before issued and shall there- Kill
n

fore me' personally appeared' John
Dahl and John- - V McSpd4en, to toe
known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me
that they executed the tame as their
'
free act and deed.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this cer
tificate first above written.
(SEAL)
A. E. CURREN.
Notarv Public.
My commission expires June 13. 1922
State of Texas, County of Wich
ita, ss.
On this 7th ilnv nf Jnnn 1090 Kn.
fore me personuily appeared George
W, Dicdrich, to me known to be the
person described in and who exe
cuted the foregoing instrument and
acknowledged to me that he executed
the same as his free act and deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seal, the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
M. W. McGUlNNIS.
(SEAL)
NotaryPublic.
My commission expires June 1, 1921.
ENDORSED
No. 10021.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Page 24
Certificate of Incorporation of
TAIBAN-TOLAOIL AND GAS
SYNDICATE
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Filed in the Office of the State
Corporation Commision of New Mexico, June 10,1920, 11 a. m.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.,
Compared JJO to EMA.
Stute of New Mexico, County of
Curry, ss.
I hereby certify that this Instrument was filed for record on the 12th
day of June, A. D. 1920, at 10:00
o'clock a. m., and duly recorded in
book l.naee 298 to 299 of the records
of Art. Inc. of said County.
w.
iwtWKlt, County Clerk.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation
Commision of
New Mexico.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It is hereby certified that the an.
nexed is a full, true and comolete
transcript of the
Certificate of Stockholders'
of
TAIBAN-TOLAOIL AND GAS
SYNDICATE
(No Stockholders' Liability)
No. 10622
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file and of record
in the office or the Stute Corporation

CIOV1S

Dio'lerlch

Wichita Fulls,

W

WITNESS
WHEREOF, we
t our hands and
i1,,rcunto
aeals this the 1st day of June. 1920.
JOHN DAHL (SEAL)
JNO. F. MeSPADDEN
(SEAL)
n,K? W. D1EDERICH
(SEAL)
of New Mexico, County of
Curry, Rn.
On this 1st day of June, 1920, be- -

'.

If you are one of these owners, go to the
nearest Goodyear Service Station Dealer for
these tires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist
Tubes. He carries a stock.

The Woman's Tonic
Do you feel weak, diz-

zy,

worn-ou- t?

XimiL

Is your

lack of good health caused
from any of the complaints so common to

women?

Then why not
a trial? It
should surely do for you
what it has done for so
many thousands of other
women who siltlered It
should help you back to

a

give Cardul

30x3A

Gooxlvear

Douhle-Cur-

e

Fabric, All. Weather Tread
30x31,4

Fabric,

Goodyenr Single-Cur- e
Tread

Anti-Ski-

d

health.
Ask some lady friend
who has taken Cardul.

She will tell you how it
helped her. Try Cardul.

All Druggists

in
)

-1

-

'l.iiimm

ii.

IWI

mi

..in

)

en

Z 12i

Goodyear Heavy Touritt Tuhea are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce caring! properly. Why title a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy lourut Tubes com tittle more
thnn tubes of lew merit. 303Vi
A KC
in uxtttr- proof bag

I

2tlh, Comtineiinir

atianiay, Jime
PRINCIPLES
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SUMMER

UNDERWEAR

skirts, but during this

LADIES' SILK GARMENTS

selling we offer them

$18.50 Skirts

$14.79

$20.00 Skirts

$15.89
. . .

Jersey Bloomers worth
Jersey Vests worth
Jersey Unions

REDUCED

$3.50
$3.00
$4.50 and $5.00

WEBS

$17.89

$25.00 Skirts

$19.89

20.

SEASONABLE SILKS

TUB SKIRTS

FIGURED GEORGETTE
$3.69

$6.00 Skirts

$4.79

The popular fabric for fancy blouses and
afternoon frocks. They have been selling
at $5.00 yd.

Midsummer Price
FANCY PARASOLS

Fancy Bags and Purses
Bags-Lea-

$3.76

All Plain Georgettes, Crepe
de Chines and Silks Reduced.

ONE HALF

Included are Velvet and Silk

. . .

20.

Purses.

REDUCED 20

FANCY

$2.79
$5.19
$6.79
$7.19
$7.99
$9.99
$10.99
$11.99

HALF PRICE
$32.50 Suits
$16.25
$47.50 Suits
$23.75
$50.00 Suits.
$25.00
$57.50 Suits
$28.75
$60.00 Suits
$30.00
$70.00 Suits
$35.00
$75.00 Suits
$37.50
$35.00 Suits
$42.50
Spits
$90.00
$45.00
$100.00 Suits
$50.00

......

.... 20

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

WOOL DRESSES

Included are Gowns, Drawers, Chemise,
Skirts and a few cotton knit vests.

Here are
costumes that may
be worn for early fall, Tricotines, Serges
and combinations.

No soiled nor damaged goods but each
piece fresh and crisp. The price range is
$2.50 to $6.00 yd.

Midsummer Reduction

ther

Camisoles Reduced

1--

4

OFF

SKIRT SILKS

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

$22.60
$25.00
$27.50
$30.00
$35.00
$37.50
$42.50
$52.50
$55.00
$60.00
$70.00
$80.00

$11.25
$12.60
$13.75
$15.00
$17.50
$18.75
$21.75
$26.25
$27.50
$30.00
$35.00
$40.00

BLOUSES

Priced $5.00, $7.60, $9.50 and $11.50

OF DISTINCTION AT

One Lot of Ladies
Hose, Special at

TWENTY PER CENT OFF.

CLEARANCE PRICES.

25c pair

SILK SHIRTINGS

DAINTY TUB FROCKS

Beautiful Patterns and Weaves

OF VOILES, LINENES AND
GINGHAMS

THERE WILL BE SEEN MANY NOTA-

$2.39

$10.00
$11.00
$11.50
$14.50
$15.00
$18.00
$25.00

$2.79

BLE BARGAINS IN HOSIERY, LACES,
EMBROIDERY, ETC., NOT MENTION-

Jap Silks at

79c

Frocks
Frocks
Frocks
Frocks
Frocks
Frocks
Frocks

,

.

.

.

In this showing
developed in Georg
lettes, Satins, Etc.

$30.00
$32.50
$35.00
$37.50
$40.00
$42.50
$45.00
$55.00
$58.50
$60.00
$65.00
$67.50
$75.00
$87.50

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

Dnsses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

CHILDREN'S fl

$6.64
$7.34
$7.64
$9.64
$10.00
$12.00
$10.64

.

t

HALF

Only a Few Patterns

$3.00 Values now
$3.50 Values now

SILK

one-piec- e

HALF PRICE

One Lot of Cotton
Vests, 10c Each

(1

These Suits are very smart and the
majority are so conservative that you
can wear them for months.
Choice of Navy or other colors.

UNDER GARMENTS
$3.50 Bloomers
$6.50 Bloomers
$8.50 Teddies
$9.00 Teddies
$10.00 Teddies
$12.50 Gowns
$13.75 Gowns
$15.00 Gowns

SELLING

Ladies Suits

Satin and Crepe de Chine

Come and See These

$4.50 Skirts

smJ

THIS IS YOUR QPPOt
New Clothes For the GL
Your Summer am

$17.59

.

$22.50 Skirts

at

TWO

- - -

limited number of

$22.00 Skirts

HlMIBJ

With Its Unprecedented Price Lowering on All Odd Lots, A
in General, Will Make Dollars Go Farther than they Have
ated a Series of Sweeping Reductions on Staple and Seasonal!

SILK SKIRTS
these beautiful

H

i

1

SATURDAY, JUKE 26
There are only

kT"

iS

They are of untold value in these
times when profiteering is rampant;
when inferior quality is hidden beneath an attractive exterior. It's a
well known fact that it is practically
impossible for producers to keep up
with the demand. Even at that the
conscientious merchant may not
stoop to the offering of shabby substitutes. One of our chief principles
has always been to offer you only
that which we know to be possessed
of unquestionable merit, the best
possible value for your money. It
isn't the easiest principle in the
world to follow out, but, for ourselves, it is the most satisfactory.

HAL!'
sizes
$ 0.75
$12.0rt
$13.50
$15.00

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

ED HERE.

NOTABLE REDUCTIONS
CHARMING

-0- N-

Do Not Fail to See This

Showing of Fine

Wash Fabrics

GINGHAMS

Our entire stock of colored and figured
Voiles and Organdies reduced for this
selling.

Shown are Toile du Nord, Tissue, Zephyr,
Standard,

and

American

Mills.

The

prices are consistent with the quality.
During this selling they are offered

at

30c, 35c, 38c, 40c, 45c, 60c,
65c, 75c and $1.00 per yard

50c Grade
65c Grade
75c Grade

$1.00 Grade
$1.25 Grade
$1.50 Grade
$2.00 Grade

37
47
.57
67
97
$1.27
$1.67

GEORGETTE

BLOUSES

IN MANY STYLE VARIATIONS.

ONE LOT
$10.00
ONE LOT
$13.50
ONE LOT
$16.50
ONE LOT
$20.00
ONE LOT

worth $9.00 and
$6.95
worth $12.50 and
$8.75
worth $14.50 and
$10.98
worth $18.00 and
$12.98
worth $25.00
$17.49

LADIES BUNGALOW APRONS
Of Standard Quality Ginghams

HALF PRICE
REMARKABLE REDUCTIONS ON
GINGHAM HOUSE DRESSES.

W

U
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SECOND
SECTION

lSffilft?'

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER 52.

Official

SEC0ND
SECTION

vAl

v

Paper of U. S. Land Office

CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1920.
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Sale Ends

i

Saturday

L

July 10th

j
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For fifteen days there will be a carnival of bargains at our store. Our great Clearance sale starts Saturday, June 26th, and remember that the early purchaser will get
the pick of these wonderful reductions. Prices as we are making below will make
these goods move in a hurry.
Ladies' Dresses

Ladies' Coats

Ladies' Suits

Olio lot of (loorgotte, Crepe
do Chine, Taffeta and Trieo-lett-

Smartly tailored in latest designs

Only have a few left of our Spring Suits
33i2 DISCOUNT
$75.00 Suits
$49.89
$62.50 Suits
$43.32
$59.50 Suits
$39.66
$45.00 Suits
....$29.89
$42.50 Suits
$28.32

HALF PRICE

e.

Wonderful values at

Half Price
Presses

.$49.75

$89 50 Dresses

.$44.75

Presses

.$39.75

$75.00 Dresses

.$37.48

$9.50 Dresses
$f:.oo Dresses

.$34.75

$55.00 Dresses

.$27.48

$40.00 Drosses

.$19.89

$29.50 Drosses

.$14.75

$99.50

$79.50

.

$42.50
$39.50
$35.00
$32.50
$20.50
$19.50
$17.50
$10.00

.

.85

45c
45c

and

$11.66
$6.66

...$21.25
...$19.75

35o

20c

French (linghanis
French (linghanis
Hod Seal (linghanis
Amoskoag (lingham
Orcylock (lingham
(iinghams
LACES 15

Brassieres
.

....$1.59
....$1.29
....$1.19

....

.98
.89
.59

....
....

Brassieres

DISCOUNT

Blouses

33V

DISCOUNT

Net Flouncing
per yard. Sale price

$15.00 Values, Sale Price
20

$2.98

$(52.50

DISCOUNT

18c

$49.50 Val...$33.00

Special
One lot of (loorgette Blouses valued up
to $9.50
SPECIAL PRICE $4.89

Silk Sale

Long (Ilovos
DISCOUNT

All Fancy and Plain Silk
25 DISCOUNT

-

llanan Oxfords, Extra Special in
English lasts, Sale Price
$3.98
Slater and Morrow Oxfords, Sale
6.98

Boys' Pants
All Boys' Pants
DISCOUNT

20

Tennis Shoes
All Men's and Hoys Tennis Shoes and

Oxfords
20 DISCOUNT

Suits Cases and Bags

$1G.50

$15.00
$13.50
$12.50
$11.00
$10.00
$ 9.00
$ 8.50
iMOO

Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk

Shirt
Shirt
Shirt
Shirt
Shirt
Shirt
Shirt

Shirt
Shirt

$13.13
$12.38
$11.25
$10.11
$9.36
$8.28
$7.50
$6.75
$6.36

SEE OUR SHOE BARGAIN
COUNTER
All Silk Ribbons in Plain and Fancy
20
DISCOUNT

MEN'S SUITS
All Fancy Suits in Hart Schaffner & Marx, Fashion Park. Langham
High and Clothcraft Clothing

Vul... $19.89

Parasols

Men's Shirts
Shirts

$30.00

89

All Fancy Silk Parasols
25 DISCOUNT

F

A Pig deduction on All Silk
$17.50 Silk Shirt

VaL-$29.-

Ladies' Hose

Extra Values

Men's Oxfords

$45.00

in black, white, navy, gray and brown.
$10.50 Lace Silk Hose
$6 98
$9.50 Lace Silk Hose
$6.79
$6.00 Kaysor Silk Hose
$4.98
$3.75 Plain Silk Pose
$2.98
$.'5.05 Plain Silk Hose
$2.89
$2.75 and $2.50 Plain Silk Hose ..$2.19

See Our Remnant Counter
-

Val...$41.67

$55.00 Val...$36.67

ALL BEADED BAGS AND PURSES
25 DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

$8.98

BEADED NECKLACE
25 DISCOUNT

All Silk (ilovos in Short Cloves and

15

33i2
DISCOUNT

Sport Sweaters

Silk Gloves
20

Thev arc the latest
of style

LADIES' BUNGALOW APRONS

59c
65c
60c
59c
40c
39c
29c

Price

One lot of Ladies' Blouses in Net
and (loorgotte, valued up to $17.50.
Special Price $6.98

$1.00

.t.$31.25

.

...$12.98

LADIES VEILES

...$27.25
...$22.50

(!9e
()5c

$28.32
$26.32
$29.89
$21.66
$17.66

ALL CORSETS 15

$55.(K) (.'oats

75c Tisue (lingham
75e French (linghanis

Baronet to

$2.50 Brassieres
$2.00 Brassieres
$1.75 Hrassieres
$1.39 Brassieres
$1.25 Brassieres

...$32.50

Ginghams

.$32.48

Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts

$i5.00 Coats
$(i2.50 Coats

ALL CHILDREN'S GINGHAM
DRESSES
25 DISCOUNT

Satin
Kiunasi Kuinaso
zzy2vc DISCOUNT

Kist,

...$39.75
...$37.50

$45.00 Coats
$42.50 Coats
$39.50 Coats

Ladies' Silk Sport Skirts
in Dew

$79.50 Coats
$75.00 Coats

Evening
Gowns

Voile Waists Special
$4.75
$3.75
$3.25
$2.89
$2.50
$2.00

Voile Waist

Voile Waist
Voile Waist
Voile Waist
Voile Waist
Voile Waist

$3.89
$2 89
"$2.79

$219
"$198
I$l,59

Boys' Suits
Boys' Wool Suits.

15
DISCOUNT
Hoys' Wash Suits...20 DISCOUNT
Hoys' Tom Sawyer Suits 20 Discount

Men's Shoes
One lot of Men's Shoes in black and
tan, English last, valued up to $12.50
SALE PRICE $6.98

Men's Hats
All Fancy Hats, Straws and Felts
20 DISCOUNT

Palm Beach Suiting

20$ DISCOUNT

Men's Underwear

Sale Price 89c

Blue Serges Not Included

All Knit Underwear in Munsing and
Wilson Bros.
15
DISCOUNT

Mandril Clothing and Dry Goods Co.

Men's Silk Underwear

Clovis, N. M.

25 DISCOUNT
On All Silk Underwear

Silk Special
One lot of

33ia
Men Caps

Fancy Silk

DISCOUNT
20

DISCOUNT

We Give S. & H. Green Trading Stamps With Every Ten Cent Purchase

.
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Chamber of Commerce
Secretary Outlines Work
Organization Has Done

Now Is the Time to Have
Your Photograph Made!

CLASSIFIED

:

1I0.

AD S:
RATE

lc Per Word Per Issue
FOR RENT Two sleeping rooms.
To the President and Board of Directors of the Clovis Cliuml.er of
Phone 304.
Commerce:
I herewith hand you the following financial and narrative reports for
period ending May 21, 1920. The financial report covors a period of eight
WANTED Typewriter.
Give de.months.
scription in detail.
Postoffice box
(2,545.74 693, Clovis.
Total receipt from all sources
Disbursements
$2,523.20
Disbursements distributed as follows:
FOR SALE Dodge touring mr in
good
condition and a new Chevrolet.
1. OFFICE EXPENSE.
Motor Co.
a. Stationery and postage, telephones
$142.56 Miller-Nas- h
b. Fixtures
$253.43
c. Rent, fuel, light, water, drayage
$545.66
WANTE D To buy an organ
Anyone having one for sale notify J.
2. SALARIES
a. Secretary
...$750.00 J. Spuurlin, Route V Clovis.
b. Clerical
$348.22
$ 2D.50
c. Janitor
FOR RENT Some bed rooms for
men, modern.
Mrs. Shumate, 420
3. HIGHWAY PROMOTION'S.
$140.50 W. Monroe, phone 225.
a. Ozark Trails
ltp
$ 34.2B
b. Bankhead Highway
$ 20.00
c. Maps and Logs
FOR SALE. Good, sound cedar
post,
car lota. Can ship at once.
4. TRADE EXTENSION.
$116.85 Address M. Jones, Box 862, Gallup,
.
.
.
a. Trade excursions .
$ 43.15 N. M.
b. Printed Matter
$ 43.60
.
c. Entertainments
$ 36.20
d. Hereford Annual Stock Sale
Frtd Harvey invites the application of young ladies for its serv6 AIRLINE PROMOTION.
$ 7.36 ice as lunch room attendants, dining
a. Marking Landing Station
room girls, maids and pantry
CLEAN-UDAY.
.PRIZES
$ 12.00
not necessary.
a. Prise for beat worker
Boys as bus-boand kitchen work.$2,523.20 ers.
Total
Excellent wages and good working hours. Apply HARVEY HOUSE,
NARRATIVE REPORT
CLOVIS.
610-tf- c
A review of the work of the Chamber of Commerce for the past aix
months is due the members. There is much work done by the Chamber
WELL DRILLING I am back in
of Commerce from which there may be no immediate visible results.
Unfortunately many details on which much effort is expended belongs the well drilling business and will be
glad to figure with anyone wanting
to this class and in most cases this work is (he most valuable.
There ia other work, however, from which visible results have been drilling in and around Clovis. W. E.
obtained and it ia of thse we will speak.
Shuc, phone 224, P. O. Box 1099,
Clr.vis, N. M.
RURAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
A rural telephone system reaching every important community center
KEEP YOUR LABOR SATISFIED
in the county has been long desired. In the many miles of poles already
erected and leading to Claud, Grady, Pleasant Hill, Ranchvale, Fields and by properly housing them. Write
Texico, and the stringing of many miles of wire by two crews now at work, for our complete price list of Army
are visible evidences of the accomplishir.-.t- s In that field.
Tents and other surplus army goods.
ARMY
NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
EQUIPMENT
CO.,
Ill
The securing of the Bankhead National Highway and the Ozark Trail Min St., Fort Worth, Texas, P. O.
routes through Clovis. the marking and mapping of hundreds of miles of Box 1870.
highways leading to Clovis, heretofore unknown trails, untraveled and unLOST
Black Purse containing
heralded, has not been the least accomplishment of the Chamber of Commerce in a comparatively short time.
$120 in currency and bank deposit
The hundreds of tourists passing through Clovis going east, wet'., slips mpde to D. E. Pitts, Floydada,
These
north and south is tangible, visible evidence of accomplishment.
Texas, and other papers. Liberrl re- -'
hundreds are but forerunners of the thousands of tourists that will inward if sent to D. E. Pitts, Floy-- ;
evitably follow.
dada, Texas.
Hp
PLANS
FUTURE
FOR SALE 20 milk cows fresh.
Water that hns pnssed the mill is of little moment. It is of future
plans that is most important. The Ozark Trail must be marked, advertised Will sell them at the right price. J.
"and developed. The Bankhead National Highway ns a "paper road" would T. Reed, one mile west and one mile
be of little value. The road authorities in Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas south of Blucktower,
or address
must be interested in matching the work of New Mexico so ably started by Route A.
the State Highway Commission and the road authorities of Roosevelt,
Curry, Chaves, Lincoln and Otero Counties.
Almost $1,000,000.00 will
WANTED Sub carrier on Route
be spent on these routes through Ntw Mexico in the next two years. Contracts aggregating $200,000 will be let in Curry and Roo9evelt Counties A. , Texico, for two or three months.
$204 plus per month.
Apply to S.
alone in July.
The Clovis Chamber of Commerce is in a position to greatly assist in B. Lovett, Texico, N. M.
2tp
putting this great construction program over, both in New Mexico and the
states to the east. Clovis wus a leader in the movement thut caused these
For Sale A pair of Belgian hares.
great highways to be routed through her gates.
Til 2 North Connelly Street.
Phone
136.
ABO PASS ROUTE
tfc

Each day takes you farther away from the life you lived

yesterday mid brings you one step nearer the life you will live
tomorrow.
Can you think of a better way to preserve the memories

today than by photography

?

of

A photograph is the best possible

means of keeping the family records, it catches the fleeting charm
of childhood, it holds the memories in the way that nothing else
can do.
Tow

is the time to have your photograph made.

Call on us today.

girls-exper- ience

P

...

But Clovis has even a greater work to accomplish. The Abo Pass
Route, which to this time has been for all intents and nuivo&es. a local road
must he expanded into a great nationul Highway over which the great
east and west traffic, which is annually blocked several months in each
year by snow in the high mountain passes in northern New Mexico and
Colorado will inevitably flow. The same reason which justified the Santa
'e railroad spending millions of dollars to build a great railroad, the
through the Abo Pass, will make the Abo Pass Highway a
Belen Cut-ofgreat tourist route.

For Sale Flomiat Giant Rabbits,
Pedigreed Stock from Blue Ribbon
Winners. Write for price list. Frank
J. Shea, Box 27, Belen, New Mex-

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
7m;,'
"The rhotoijrnphrr

Tha Bait In Photographic Work and Kodak Finiahing

Phone 145

-

-

The building of a modern highway, suitable for heavy truck traffic
the north end of the county, will be materially hastened by the building of the Logan Bridge and the promotion of the State Lines Highway.
The State and Federal road authorities will recognize the value of this
route and the combined efforts of the state, federal and county authorities
will make light work of building this highway. When this is accomplished
very acre of land in Curry County north of Running Water Draw will
-- double
and treble in intrinsic value. Is it not worth working tot '! its
accomplishment will be, under present conditions, far easier than building
tiie
road five years ago.
Clovis-Portal-

DEEP OIL TESTS
The drilling of a deep test for oil and gas near Clovis must be
This project has behind it some of our strongest and
men and it is the duty of the Chamber of Commerce to put its shoulder
to the wheel and help put it over before the end of 1U20, and it will be done.
g

MODERN HOTEL
A new $200,00.00 hotel must be secured for Clovis.
The past efforts
made by the Chamber of Commerce may not be so barren of results as
impossible
might
accomplishment
and is even
is
It
not
think.
an
some
nearer than any dream.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

East Monroe Ave.

Surrounding Country

Investigate the Praetorians
I am making f'luvis my Headquarters for
a
Urge district for the Praetorians. I will be glad
of an opportunity to explain the proposition to
you.

Scientific Life Insurance
The Praetorians is a scientific Life Insurance
institution with the home office in Dallas, Texas.
The institution was organized 22 years ago and
from the very beginning the Order'bcgan putting
aside a reserve to protect its policy holders and we
now have over $80.00 per capita, per member, to

m
mm
ill

protect our policy holders.

SSSF

Four Winners
hi

Will trade for
$3,500 Farm
$2,500 house in Clovis.
$4,000 Worth of Lots. Will trade
for $5,000 farm and pay tho difference.
Near Clovis, will
160 Aerei.
trade for 320 acres of level wheat
lund in northern part of county.
$5,000 Home. In ClovU, will
trade for $6,000 furm and puy
the diference.

-

To the the People of Clovis and

f,

U

.

Kodaks, Cycles, Supplies, Kodak Finishing

ico.

FOR SALE
370 acres good plains
land, 2 miles Friona, fenced and
watered, price $30 per acre. Half
LOGAN BRIDGE
cash, balance terms. See us for chcai
The building of the Logan Bridge gives 'Clovis another great
farm and ranch land. M. A. Crum,
A great state line and
road beginning in the
new oil field at Pecos thence north through Lovington, Portales, Clovis, Friona, Texas
Grady, Tucumcari, Clayton and on north to a connection with the great
LOST
$20 bill on the streets of
Lincoln National Highway near Julcsburg, Colorado, must be promoted.
There will not be a single obstacle in the way when the Logan Bridge is Clovis last Thursday.
Finder please
completed. It will only require an organized effort.
leave at A. B. Austin A Company's
store or the News Office.
THE GRADY ROAD

in Your

The Pratorian Building
"Owned and operated

Men and Women Admitted
on Same Basis of Rates
Women are admitted to the Praetorians on
the same basis of rates as men. All meet in the
same council. This makes a fine social feature.

Accident Benefits in Every Policy
Without Extra Cost

ex-

Every policy the Praetorians write provides
for accident benefits without extra cost. Also dis-

clusively by the

ability features.

SPINGFIELD, WELLS & CO.
104'j South Main

D. W. JONES, Secretary.

Our Leader Is the Twenty Year Pay Policy

BUILDING SERVICE

The Pratorians sell several clases of policies. Our leader is the 20 year
payment plan. Why take a policy on which you have to continue paying premiums as long as you live when you can get a policy in the Pratorians and'
get it fully paid up in twenty years? We also write a ten year pay policy.
Cash and loan features in both the above policies after the second year.

"A board and a nail and

I Will Be Glad to Explain Our

bucket of paint
Makes many a place look new, that ain't
Our place of business is much more than a lumber storehouse. It is
headquarters for building service. Lotus do your building and repairing an l
painting planning. Tell us your needs
We supply them SATISFACTORILY.
a

Kemp Lumber Company

Different Plans

and Special Benefits to You

GEO. R. RAY, District Manager
Representing THE PRAETORIAKS

t
t

OFFICE

104H S. MAIN

ST.

PHONE 157

CLOVIS, N.M.
Home office, Dallas, Texas
C. B. Gardner, President.
L. Blavlock. Vice President.

--
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Husbandry and other enlightened
First, that this display day be held This committee to select the display
agencies promoting the betterment on July 24,1920. To be held on the grounds, pens, transportation, etc.
of country life. We are preaching above oVs from nine
Seventh, that Mr. Peterson be
c twelve
and practicing this groapel becauae it o'clock at
to arrange for the taking of
l;
and from
Feathered Creatures Sometimes will bring greater interest and more one to five o'clock at Clovis.
pictures of different animals.
dollura to every farmer who discards
Second, that each member be
Eighth, that John 0. Beals and
Battle to the Death.
.
the scrub and introduces pure-bre- d
quested to bring to each of these Judge J. D. Hamlin be requested to
SERVICE
livestock on his farm. The hog has places one or more animals for this act ai publicity agents, and that all
TIRE
Been
"mortgage
always
the
lifter," display.
committeemen report to Mr. Beals
Contrary to Pretty Theory, Perfect
ROAD
and in the hog lot is where this imPeace Doee Not Always Reign
SERVICE
Third, that only registered animals and Hamlin nt once their plans that
CAR'
provement should begin.
Within Thoee "Little Neett"
be placed on display, and if possible, they may advertise same.
To show our friends and neighbors the registration papers be brought
ae Sung by Poet
JAS. M. BICKLEY.
in Curry and Purmer Counties what along.
SUDAN and MILLET CONTRACTS
'T.lrdH In tliolr llttlo
asrree," sort of sure enough hogs are being
Fourth, that the purpose of this
vroiH Doctor Watts. If tlm oiiiliipntf produced by members of thib associadisplay is not only for the advertislltltl chllllrri tO WitllMHS III)
pI'I'IK'Jlcr
Now is the time to get in your
tion, we are feuturing a big exhibiincident similar to ilml which I suw tion of registered Durocs in Clovis ing of the Duroc swine, but that any Sudan and millet. Still have seed
Our RKTRKADINO is done with the finest malmember be allowed to make such
thu oilier cltiy, hii.vs a writer In the
to. put out on contracts. See us at l: terials, expert skill and with the latest modern
on Suturdny, July
and Farweli-TexicLondon Dally Mull, lie would never
on
stiles
that date as opportunity once. Will H. Pnttison.
21, where you will see red hogs of
equipment per the above don't throw away your
have penned thut Hind.
may afford.
type
approved
the
and
breeding;
wan wulklng arr.ws a London golf
old casings
see us first let us inspect and see if
Fifth, that each one who becomes CUT OUT THE FIRE
course when two sparrows shot pant wvuned pigs, full gilts, six hundred
he
liETUEADEI).
cannot
they
a
should
membership
pay
member,
a
CRACKERS ON STREETS
my head, cliattprinj; violently,
and, pound sows, and boars weighing from
.
to
fee
the
Association
and
of
$2.50,
coming to ground a few yards away,
five hundred pounds to half a ton.
Save
Sec
Us
Money
.
Our
Charges are Reas- secretary-treasurebe
sent
to
same
the
Numerous
complaints
have
come
ro
to
fighting
furiously that I wan
set
Aa a progressive farmer in this
onablc.
Judge J. D. Hamlin, Farwcll, to the officers about tho shooting of
actually uble to pick them both up In community, we extend to you a very
my liande.
cordial invitation to visit this exhi- Texas, and that same be sent on or fire crackers on tho main streets.
I let one go at once; the other I
ThiB is a violation of the law and all
in the before the exhibition day.
bition eith'T at Farwcll-Tcxic- o
rnrrled a little distance before liberatfollowing
Sixth,
the
committhat
are notified that it must cease. Tho3e
morning or ut Clovis in the after
ing It. Will you believe It? a motee be requested to serve as arrang-mcn- t violating the law in this regard will
24.
Saturday,
July
of
noon
ment later the two were nt It again,
PEEE SERVICE CAB
PHONE 53
committee: Mr. E. E. Hic!:mnn, be arrested.
J. D. HAMUN,
beak and claws.
The
on
Shop
Wrong
That's
the
Mr.
Street
Mr.
J.
Frank
Ivy,
Ambrose
Neel,
J
D.
L.
MOYE,
Secretury-TreasureAlmost all birds llxlit furiously In
Mr. R. L. Jordan, Mr. J. F. Foster.
Chief of Police
the sprint;! line, Kwn turtle- doves,
'
thoM) cinlileiiiM of u'iice, will an fur
TO
INSTRUCTIONS
one another In tic inntlng season.
DUROC BREEDERS
The various methods of offense
ndopted by dlffi'icin birds are InterestTo the Puioe bn cders of Parmer
Sparrows i;
ing.
llidr powerful
lien I; s but hold mi'1 nnollier wllh tlielr County Texas, ami Curry County,
claws, Stiirllnus IhU In eMn-tlsimNew Mexico
ilar fashion. Their combats are nt
Ccntlcnicn:
times most dcspcreii'. A frlind saw
I beg 'to submit the following sug- one cock Hturlliii: nOually 1:111 ntiiilher.
mm) plans for a buroc Swiii
rigetiiiN Use tlicir wiiuts but rarely
display day.
(In onu anollier mui b bai'iu.
Swans
debt with their wIiiks, and dn'lr
slrenglh is so ureat that tlielr buttle
:
MUnetllnes result fatally. I have,
seen n swan apparently endeav.
dr. l. McClelland
of a rival unfiring to hold the
Physician and Surgeon
'
I
was
but
water,
not near eunuch
der
Offk'e over Dciilicf Jew. Cc.
to make nut what happened.
Residence, 'J 14 N. Main St.
Some birds have spurs on their
CLOVIS, N. M.
wings. The spur w Inyeil goose, which
Is a small, long Ictcd bird and rath-M- r
resemble n duck on stilts, has extraordinary wing power. One of these
geese went for rtanh ncr who had
gone Into Its in sure In the "goo"
4
and gave him a hi .v on the knee that
DR. L. M. BIGGS
laid him lip for a week. The cresled
4
Veterinary Surgeon
screamer bus actually doublo spurs on
Phone 331
cusIs
a very awkward
Its wlugs and
Clovii, New Mexico
tomer to tackbi.
All the birds of prey use tlielr talons
Tbo
as their principal weapons.
strength which lies In the talons of
even a small huwk Is almost Incred
St
IIH C II IVIKRIVFK
ible, A for an engb1, one has been
known to drive Its claws clean through
CHIItOI'KACTOR
the skull of a large tomcat into the
113 South Main St.
Instantly.
killing
nnlinnl
the
hrnln,
PIIONR 101
The pheasants are the only family
of birds provided with spurs. Our
domestic fowli are, of course, members
of this genua, and It la in the game
fowl that the apur I developed to the
B. Westerfield
Dr
greatest perfection. These leg spurn
4
Physician and Suifewi.
In
that
resemble the home of cattle,
Shop
HmiKliine
Office
over
4
the have a bony core protected by a
4 Office Puoue 2.'tl. Residence 209 4
imnoth sheath of horn.
500-mi- le
,
Is
singular
guinea-fowlagain,
Th
Its
umn
In that It has a blunt horn
head which It uses as an offensive
weapon,
DR. H. R. GIBSON
I have never seen two herons fight, 4
OSTEOPATH
So
became
first driver
chose Oldfield Tires,
but If they did they would use their 4 Treats all diseases, both acute and
history
TIM
alone.
beaks
benka and their
New Tile
a
race
Office
to
chronic.
in
tire
win
this,
change.
sharp,
long,
driving power of the
building on corner north of Fire
pointed beak of a heron Is Immense,
flight over
bricks
88.55 miles
In his 500-mi- le
and when a heron Is hawked you mnv 4 Station ami east of Lyceum
theatre.
see It endeavor to spit Its smaller asa
tires
of
fully
sailant upon Its benk.
Residence 3!K).
Of lice phono MS.'!.
he
20,000
of
me
of
miles
that
ordinary
to
tells
Yet
An ostrich farmer
4 Clovk New Mexico.
has known an ostrich to pierce a sheet 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4
for
4
of
condition
miles
in
finished
competition.
of corrugutcd Iron with one tremendous kick.
his friends really
deserves your faith too.
A
THOMAS W. JONES 4

BIRDS

JUOAT

Tcxlco-Farwel-
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SLOAN & GRAHAM
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bow-eve- r,
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J.
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and
the world's greatest

444444444444

Duroc-Jerse-

Exhibition

y

4

Veterinarian.

d

2tH) West Otero Street.
4
ClovU. N.
4 phone 4!i.

444444444444

.

444444444444

The Stute LinePuie-Bre4 NOTICE TO ALL
Association is composed of
TRATORIANS
4
twenty breeders who arc enthusiastic
You will please pay your dues
4
live stock in
boosters for pure-brein the future to H. E. Carlisle,
.general, and of the red hog in parRecorder, at Clovia National
d
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the
without,

the rough
resisted
hour, Gaston Chevrolet's
equal
that
many more

Pure-Bre-
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"Here is a tire you can trust a better tire than
any other manufacturer has ever built," Barney
Oldfield told Gaston Chevrolet before the
race.
Indianapolis
Gaston Chevrolet trusted Barney Oldfield.
he

State Line

'

TD & II 1

an
at
degree
wear
running.
they
cruel

trust,

man whom

Trust Barney Oldfield
Trust Oldfield Tires to banish tire troubles for you as they did
1

for Gaston Chevrolet

Cord and fabric in all sizes and for all cars the tires you need
are here and ready.

d

SLHE OLD FIE CD

ticular.

4 Dank.
"The scrub must go" is the slogan
used by thu U. S. Bureau uf Animal

H. E. Carlisle, Recorder
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John F. Taylor Tire and Battery Company
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TIRE

BARN BY OLDFIELD

Quality Counts!

111

SOUTH MAIN

PHONE 442

Have you ever realized what it means to you
io he aide to secure the very het in the line, of groceries, fruits and fresh meats t
We carry the very hest line of groceries. Our
meats are selected with our customer's interests in
view, and you will surely find what you want in our
market department.

(all

on us today

our sen ice will please you.

CLEANLINESS IS OUR MOTTO

Johnson & Sullivan
PHONE 118

Next Door to Postoffice
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TKS ASIATIC

Island f CktfH Hat Imwm Feint
Impertance m the New Map
f Europe,

tf

Tbe Versailles conference set Americans searching the gaxetteeri
for
lap; the San Remo conference turns
the spotlight to another obscure Island
,
Cherso.
"Practically unheard of on this side
of the Atlantic, eluding most trav-Hereven pumping many of the seek-

ers after the
places of
Cherso neither Is Inaccessible
nor unattractive," says a bulletin from
the National Geographic society.
"It
dangles like a pendant In the Gulf of
Quurnero, low hung from the neck of
Flume. It Is the Long Wand of that
port, Its shore line rising 12 miles to
the south of D'Annuuzto's prewnt
stronghold. Its slender form extends
to the southwest for 40 miles, though
It never exceeds seven miles In width,
and Uh area Is somewhat more than
twice that of the District of Columbia.
"Holding In mind this location, near
the head of the Adriatic, In view of
the tentative plans to make Flume
buffer state between Italy and Jugoslavia, the strategic possibilities of
Cherso become apparent. Indeed, one
may picture It as a potential Helgoland of the Adriatic.
"Cherso lies off the shores of the
northern part of Dalmatla and the
Croatian littoral, a region formerly
known as Morlacchla. The Morlacchla
fhtnnel preserves this name, originating with the Slavic Invaders of Dalmatla, who 'called the Latinised people they found there Vlnch. or
black Ylnclia.'
Thus the
Slavs of this region have come to be
known, by a corruption of this title,
little-know-

liters
'

5

'""V

If your eyesight is dim, our eyeglasses and spectacles will restore it.
If you have glasses that need attention, wc can
repair them for you.
If you are tired of your nose glasses, we can put
bows on them or vice versa.
If you want something high grade and aristocratic, we can supply you.
If you want something good, hut modest in
price, wc have it, too.
We can furnish anything and do everything
if it is in the optical line.
Eyes tested "while you wait."
Our WOKD is our BOND

JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
&

Morlaclis.
"In rural districts Morlacihlan

S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
IN MOVIES

The Dcpartmsnt of Agriculture is
preparing a eeries of motion pictures
and stercopticon slides for use in the
"Bettsr Sires" campaign. The interest aroused among the breeders of
the United States is taking the form
of requests upon the Department of
Agriculture for information which,
it is hoped, the film feature will be
able to satisfy.
It is probable thnt
tho motion pictures will be ready for
issue next fall.
Would like to trade first class
income prpopcrty in Needles, California, for business or residence
properly In Clovis. Address Box 484,
Needles, Calif.
.

Phone No. 97 for Job printing.

1

rait 1C

Department of tho Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M
May 15, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Frank
E. Dent, of St. Vrain, N. M., who,
on August 8, 1910, made Additional
Homestead entry No. 014295 for
NE'i, Section 35, Township 2 N,
Range 33 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final three year proof to establish
claim to the land above described,
before R. D. Elder, U. S. Commissioner, at St. Vrain, N. M., on the
2Cth day of June,1920.
Cluimant names as witnesses:
James B. Roy, Will L. Glen, Edwin
F. Bookter, Joe Randolph, all of St.
Vrain, N. M.
W. R. McOILL,
Register
Phone 97 far job work of all kinds.

i

11

FUCICS

Two Ton Capacity

$1630 in Clovis.

Poor fence posts are thieves. They steal your money and
tune time when you can least afford to give it. It costs the
American farmer one hundred million dollars every year to re-

place decayed and broken fence posts. Most of this is needless
waste.
Long Hell creosoted posts last a life time. You can be sure
of satisfactory service with the minimum of upkeep. Their first
g
cost is practically the only cost. The Long Bell rvthod of
should not be confused or compared with the open tank
dipping or brush treatments, for these arc only temporary forms
n
of wood preservation. By the Long Bell
process the entire sapwood is impregnated with creosote
and the result is "The Post Everlasting."
We would like to show you these posts and other fencing
material we have in stock.

n

creo-sotin-

hydraulic-prcssure-vacum-

Mattasolt Statue.
thought that the bronze statue
nf Mnvsasnlt which Is to be presented
to the town of Plymouth by tho
organization of the Improved
Order of lied Men will be located on
Watson's hill Instend of Cole's hill,
where some of the Pilgrims lie who
lied during the first winter nfter their
irrlval at Plymouth. This lntter place
is considered more appropriate tlinn
Cole's hill, ns It was resorted by
and they not only lived (here,
'nit had feasts, ns remain have shown,
while skeleton of the original Inlmhl-- I
been found. Their Inline
it n ts have
fur the place wns Cnntnugnntlcst. It
was south of this hill the settlers drst
heard Hie Indians and on the crest
if the hill they appeared to the people In the colony. It was there also
I

To save time is to make money
owners of Traffic Trucks do both.
The Traffic saves hundreds of dollars in first cost, hundreds of dollars in
maintenance cost and cuts in half the
cos t of ! auling.
Do your hauling wiif. a Traffic.

"Standardized and Standard sized."
Let us show them to you.

Skarda Auto Truck and
Tractor Co.

THE

Is

hey came from when Mnssnsolt

came

irrnss Town brook to make the famous
treaty with the whites.
Interested persons have been looking over the hill to ascertain what It
nfTered for n site for the monument to
the great Indian chieftain, and there Is
at least one open lot which commands
a r, io view of the buy and town,
The Winner.
There are brides and brides and
lifter nil of them we often hoar some
fine speak longingly nf "tho
bride," but the other dey we met
one who certainly beat all tho
ones we hnd ever beard of.
She wns In a furniture store hunting
the furniture to put In their new
home, The clerk was vainly trying to
talk her Into buying some which she
felt that they could not afford, As
a particular Inducement he said: "But
really this Is a wonderful bargain, you
can't afford to let It go."
The girl smiled nt him. "Hut I can't
afford to buy It," site returned In n
perfect good humor, "and beside I've
got such a wonderful husband that I
don't need other wonderful
things
not even bargains."
Regrowing Legs.
f tarflsli, seined by one of Its arm,
surrenders this to the captor and
with the other four, regrowing
the missing part at lis liillnlle leisure.
A sliirlHi nuiy jerk o(T ea li of Its live
inns seized In succession ; It may cast
iff an Injured or p:irnltlsi d nrm; In
rare cases there Is multiplication by
division.
Sen nicuiiibers discharge
their viscera In the spasms of rapture and may thus escape from an
(stnnlshed foe. The replacement of
the fond canul Ik sometimes accomplished in ten days though It may
take as many weeks.
A

I

Fence For a Lifetime

retain their historic costume, which
Includes a kerchief for the head, many
slrunds of bcuds, a waist band from
which hang nnmtets and various trinkets, and, over a blue cloth gown, an
npron of exquisite embroidered
About her neck an unmarried
girl wears a string of coins and rings
wklch comprise her dowry. Formerly
the men wore their hair In a plait,
which their wives were expected te
comb, adorn with ribbons and charms,
a ml anulnt with fats."
It

BETTER SIRES TO
APPEAR

worn--

THE MARK ON QUALITY LUMBER

pat-fer-

Denhof Jewelry Co.
A. T.

is

fono-Beit- x

World's Laziest Town.
little seaport In New Zealand,
railed Itusscll, was described as the
sleepiest place In the world. Herbert
fiarrlson, a lecturer, said residents of
the town took life so easily that, although the llxh were Jumping nut of
the wnter asking to be caught, the
people preferred to cut tinned salmon
from r.rltlsh Columbia.
Hal her than
oo put to the trouble of milking their
own rows, they Imported condensed
milk from Switzerland.
A

Air Trtvtl to Be Popular Soon.
Henry Ford says that Berlin, London, and New York will, within a few
years, he only a day apart. The Pacific will he crossed by air and transcontinental travel In light nnd speedy
airships will be corainou within three
to five jeers.

QNG-REL-

(0.

DUMBER

L

"It Costs No More To

Built It Right."

Telephone No. 15

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

t
Kill a Million Prairie Dogs.

An Author's Depository.
Complete extermination of what was
Last year the Sutro branch of the considered one of the largest prnlrlo
library, located In

California State
I'raiiclsco, offered to receive for
safe keeping the manuscripts of unfinished hooks. The Idea has worked
out Ho well thnt o substantial collection of manuscripts has been established, the collection being described
as the Author's depository. One hundred nulhnrs have taken advantage of
the offer and have sent their manuscripts, either printed or imprinted,
finished or unfinished, to the depository, nnd letters from author Indicate thnt the depository Is much appreciated hy writers ns a mean of
matter
thnt
valuable
preserving
might otherwise became lost, A peralso
manent author' depository I
malutulned In the California department of the state library, which Is located nt Sacramento.
San

dog "towns" In the West has been reported to the predatory iinliiinl In- si tor's ofllce at I'lioenlx, Ariz., by
the Chlrlcnliun Cattle cotnpnny of

county, southeastern

After you eat always take

Arlr.01111.

More than 1,(HMI,imio prairie dogs
were estimated to have lived on the
company's ranch of more than ,'in.iHiO
I
.i, ...,- until
.... ... stnrfitil nil
,,iiii... i.itnifint
li.
in ii,lin tiiuiiti
offensive ciimpnlgn against them. Now
their vnst honeycombs of underground

burrows lire utterly deserted, the
pany reported.
His

ATONIC

(Tor YbtiR
I nstanUy relieves Heartburn, Bloat
edCauy Feeling. Stops food souring,

com-

repeating, and all stomach misorio.

Aide dif linn aad hpdi!I. Keep
tomacb
wtuLui. 4 itrnrs, Intrcavpii ViuUty and
SLAVONIC ! the bot ttmniy. Tim f than.

ip.

Bit

OnlyeaUactit
lnl!tJ.
dny to molt.
Vl:UvI guarulwa

IfHi wn(Wrtll)r

QrtWfm

(iollu Job nt last.
Old yii? Iioln' whntt
"Carrying sample for a snlesmnn."
"What Hue?"
"Anvils." The Home Sector.
Itiick
Ks Snru'e
V.x

topfowarwvwtl!
fcnutudar.

You

r"fucd

wUlk.

lutef. (iviaaig

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
Clovii, N. M.

His Size.
expenditures at college hnd
grown to he of such dimensions that
father demanded they be decreased.
To help out In this he rcqnlred an
Itemized account of all his demands
for money. So when John wished a
frig ns several of tho other elite
collegians had, lie hnd to send In (his
request : 'Tor one bulldog with a pedJohn'

igree, $.V."

The answer enme In due time. And
besides! the small check In the envelope wns this note: "I am sending you
If you have to have something
with n pedigree, buy a canary bird.
It's nl'out your size."

km

-

soi-

T

Simple Explanation of "Haunt."
The mystery of haunted houses often bus n simple oxpliiir.,f!ii, lu I lesion, where the occupants of n fi iti- Inslslud they heard nivsterloiis sounds,
It was found that a Hue leading from
the furnace leaked, filling the rooms
with enough carbon monoxide to produce n slight poisoning, which affected
the Judgment nnd caused them to believe they heard mysterious noises.
When (he leak was discovered and
repaired there were no longer records
of the noise which hnd existed solely
In the minds of persons affected by
the giiHes.
Names "Wickedest Place."
Said still
tho wickedest
place on enrth," said Trig. On. J. II.
Rnteson, prlnclpnl nf Wesleynn chapel, In nn nddres to soldliTs at
Wnles.
"I know Calcutta, Domluiy nnd Madras better than I know London," he
continued. "I have had to llvo In the
Kast for a quarter of a century; and I
are;
know what Cairo and Ismail
hut I have seen more sin and appearances of sin In one hour In I'ort Said
than In all the rest of my experiences,

"Port

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT
KELLYS IS NOT SO IMPOR-TANAS
WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILLION
DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN AOVERTIS.
ING WOULD NOT BRING US
HALF THE GOOD WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
OF
THE
TIRES THEM.
SELVES DOES.

I

Cnr-dlf-

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service
T. L. HELM,

Mgr

North Main St.

...

..V

a
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Sheet Music! Big
Bhect Music
song hit, of Broadway, New York
are arriving daily.

U,

1920.

1

CRSONAL MENTION
after effect! ere

sue- -

tfc

fcated by Osteopathy,

Crofi r.aiGic Co.

A. G. Eisenberg, dispatcher of Am- arlllo, was a Clovis visitor Tuesday.

EVERYTHING

Baker Bros. Agency. Inc.. sold a

ft left Tuesday for Penn- - good 820 acre tract of land to
lere he Will visit reUtlvel Scarborough Monday.

Serve Yon Now

MUSICAL

Insist on being served with Campis none
bell's ice cream. There
better.

G. C.

It

Are Heady I

Mrs. H. B. Graham of Fort Worth,
of a money cro this fell
Miss Aaleet Floyd left Wednesday
Texas, was in Clovis Monday the
loom Corn. Seed for tale
a vis't at Vernon and Weather-forfor
guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. H. Shcpard.
Varenouse.
Texas, and points in Oklahoma.

d,

Misses Mae and Anna O'Neill

left

C. Wcatherred and child Wednesday
Buy soda by the case. You can al
for Parsons, Kansas,
aco, Texas, is visiting her where they will spend a few weeks. ways find it at Campbell's Ice Cream
Anna O'Connell.
and Bottling Works.
Miss Kathrine Burnett left Wed1 Ity Federation of Women's
Miss Grace Watson, stenographer
nesday
for Albuquerque where she
- 11 meet Monday July 5th at
at . H. Robinson's abstract office,
will visit for several weeks.
v In. in the high school audi- is visiting in Missouri.

After many months of delay, our new filling station at the
corner of Main and Vigil is completed, and wc are ready to serve
you with

Gasoline and Oils

"-

Ridding and neice, MarI treat all diseases and disorders of
garet Cramer, returned this week
attend confinement
women and
from a visit to points in Kansas.
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
C. C.

Lentuck Iron Works, black- and general repair work,
cl- e a specialty of
Ind lathe work.

It

Bags and Harvest Whips

at

Judge R. E. Rowells' returned the
Harry L. Patton made a business
first of the week from a business trip
trip
to Hereford the latter part of
to points in Oklahoma and Kansas.
Inst week.
Paul M. Jones of Portalei spent
last Sunday here visiting at the home
of his father, D. W. Jones.

Fred C.

Glassware

"

Portage Tires and Tubes

With the convenience of our patrons in view, wo have installed
vulcanizing plants in the Southwest,
one of the most
up-to-da- te

tire repair work. We also have a
"71

In left Tuesday morning for
bma where they will visit rela- -

.

':

and can give you the best posible service on your retreading and

and Queensware

Wrenches
and Ciod Chisels, Punches and

McLaughlin

'"

We also carry a full line of

Mr. and Mrs. Cloud Kelly returned
Wednesday morning from California
where they hava been spending aev- eral months.

Hi

I. Shcpard and family left the
E. W. Reagan and family left Man- of the week for a vacation trip day for a several week's motor trip
and picot
Machine hemstitching
They made the through Western New Mexico and
e mountains.
edee. Rush orders a specialty. Ada
y auto.
Colorado.
lint Brown balcony Lulkart'i Dry
2V3tc
Goods Store
i cream ia a food and to now reeHutehins,
Mrs. John Campbell of
n
author-Yogood
by
all
led aa such
Texas, arrived in Clovis the first of
Walter W. Mayes returned the
know you are getting the the week and will make her home
first of the' week from a business
when you insist on being serv- - here with her son, T. A. Campbell.
trip to Pecos and other points in
(nth Campbell'! lee cream.
Texas.
Southwest
Chas E. Dennis left this week for
a rick is being placed on the ground San Francisco to attend the Demo
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Campbell of
Mr.
the new McClelland building on cratic National Convention.
Rogers,
Ark., arc here for a visit
where
. frth Main Street on the lots
Dennis goes as one of the delegates
with their sons, C. R, Campbell and
old Boss & Ogg Cafe building is. from this state.
G. A. Campbell, and their daughter,
Mrs. E. R. Hardwick.
In
the
put
being
is
,A new front
We are distributors for "SchliU"
-l

bckworth building on North Main made by the Schlitz Brewing Co
Dr. L. C. Cox returned the first
overhauling
Buy it by the case, a fine summer of the week from a trip to Colorado
nxe building and installing new
drink. Campbell's Ice Cream and Spring where he has ben attending
res for the Elite Confectionery.
Bottling Works.
the Colorado State Dental Associa
tion.
Header Forks and Barge Clamps
Allen B. McDonald and Harold K.
Standard of Waco, Texas, were Clo
J. L. Bair, a teacher of violin.re- vis vinitors Monday during a stop- cently from Los Angeles, Calif., has
over on their motor trip to Los
located in Clovis. Mr. Bair is an ex
California. They reported the perienced musician and in addition
roads in fine shape with the excep- to teaching, violin will play in John
Mr. Grace B. Ashcraft is now at- - tion of u short distanco near Snyder. son's band.
meeting of the
lendinar the
National Federation of Women's
A. E. Curren returned the first of
Club at Deft Moines, Iowa. Mrs.
the week from Wichita Fulls, where
delegates
six
of
the
ia
one
lAshcraft
he spent several days looking after
from New Mexico.
business. Mr. Curren says there is
AND
not ns much oil interest there now
Harvest Oil and Oilers
as there was a few months ago.

ireet preparatory to

Free Tire Service Car
which is ready to answer calls immediately.

It is no farther

away

than your phone.
Call on

ustoday. We guarantee satisfaction, and

we

arc

sure you will become one of our regular customers.

The Clovis Filling Station
PHONE 373

s,

Modern Shoe Shop

The Tribune is informed by good
700 curs of grain hove
been shipped out from Clovis and
since
5.r0 cars from
J. C. Terrell and W. H. Terrell and
the 1919 harvest began, and cars are
familv of Erick. Okla.. and J. W.
being loaded and billed out daily.
Okla., paused
Howard of Texola.
Not so bad for a poor, arid country
through Clovis this week on their way
Again we are doing business at our like the plains. Farwcll Tribune.
to the mountains. The Postal High- location at 115 South Main Street,
is in fine shape all the way, they
W. II. Buchanan, who lives north
aald.
and we shall be glad to met all our west of town, was one of those who
the had the misfortune to have his wheat
old customers and give them
destroyed by hail last week. ImRecords
Phonograph
Records!
Records! All the lateat hita "Ve- same courteous treatment that made mediately after the ground got dry
enough, Mr. Buchanan planted the
netian Moon," "Naughty Waltz," our shop famous.
'
ground In raw cropa and will no
"Dardanella."
doubt get a good crop from the land
yet.

Clovis Harness

HZ

authority that

Shop

u

Texico-Farwe-

1

Only One Week Longer

Clovis Greatest

Shoe Sale
Never before have such values been offered in fine shoes.

pleased with the following bargains:

FOR MEN

'

Croft

Vic Co,

EVERYTHING

ii

MUSICAL

F. L. Sasser.
PROPRIETOR

'

BATTLE OF BALLOT

Our Work Counts

!

)o you know that every train coming into
Clovis brings us baskets of laundry from customers
scattered all over Eestern New Mexico and tbe Texas Panhandle? It'H a fact.
And it's not because they arc too far from any
other laundry., It's because they are acquainted
with the prompt and efficient service we give their
bundles, and they know that we are absolutely re'
'
liable.
each individual customer, toto
service
real
is
It
gether with the courteous treatment they know they
receive from us that keep these customers with us.
Our work counts.

Tlio Clovis Steam Laundry
X

JJ.Vn.Cj SO

Wjlliam Allen White, editor tf the
Emporia Gazette, Emporia, Kansas,
and prominent in American journal
ism and national politics during the
last quarter of a century, passed
through
Clovis Tuesday on his
way to tho Nntinnl Democratic Convention at San Francisco.
C. S. Tolar. County Commissioner
of Roosevelt County, and W. H. Call

Road Superintendent of
County
Roosevelt County were Clovis visitors Tuesday. Mr. Tolar was here to
make arrangements to bring some
teams up from that section to work
in the harvest.
W. W. MJctcalf, who lives a few
miles south of Hollene, was in town
Wednesday getting binder repairs to
enable him to start harvesting wheat
next week. Mr. Metcalf says the
wheat is fine out his way and there
has been no hail. He figures he will
about as good a yield as last year.
Mr. Metcalf says the biggest difficulty to the harvest is the shortage
of hands.
Player Rolls! Player Rolls!
Latest Hits.
Assortment

Big

Prnft Mucin f!n

i Ml VII

I

IJIUUIM UUI

EVERYTHING

MUSICAL

You will be

Florsheim, Brown Kid Button
$15.75
$18 values going at
Florshiem, Brown Kid Lace
$15.75
$18 values going at

Florsheim Brown Russia Calf,
English last, $17 valucs$14.45
Florsheim Shoes, one lot going
$10.00
at

For Women, Red Cross Shoes
Brown Kid Lace, Medium, $13.50
$11.00
values going at

Black Kid, one eyelet tie, $12.50
$9.95
values going at

All other Oxfords for Men, Ladies and Children, all work shoes, medium
dress shoes, and all other shoes in the house will go at

15

Reduction

A. Wiedman's Shoe Store
The Place Where You Buy Your Shoes
Middle Block South Main Street

SHOE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

SPORT NEWS

Din

pdi nnr
UL

the Lyceum Theatre Saturday night,

ANOTHER FIRE ALARM

June 26th.

Firs broke out in the small hsuso
M. M. Craig of Texico was a
owned by Isabella Lopes st SI 6 sotjfir
LITTLE DOPE ABOUT THE
A double barreled, dyed in the
visitor Tuesdsy.
Lane, Wednesday afternoon. Aside
PLAYERS ON THE CLOVIS
wool story of life on the Mexican
from a small hole burned in the roof,
ELKS BASE BALL TEAM
border, by Augustus
BROOM
CORN New Mexico's practically no damage was done, tmi
Thomas, the
Get your seed at the flames were extinguished without
man who knows border life as no one surs srop.
Hayea acored once and advanced
Gurley Warehouse.
difficulty.
other person.
to second in two tripi to the bat.
True, in her heart flamed the
If its news The News wants K.
Phoat 7 far job work of U kta
Raybourn'i whip came into play Mood of a Mexican father, nd an
again Sunday when he caught Atkin- American mother. And she had been
taught NEVER to trust anyone on
son's long fly in the fifth inning and
the other side of the Rio Grande. But
hut off Ruth at the plate.
Mary Lopei allowed no river of
blood no river of water no mounOeniae really deserves a great deal
THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
tains no distance to keep her fro.n
of credit for winning the game. He that
d
American. And when
lot the visitors down with five scat- he
and the Mexican fight for this 1 Capital $50,000
Surplus $27,600
tered hits, and only earned run.. In half
breed girl well, there's action.
eight innings he fanned nine men.
thrills, romance.. You'll clutch your
"The Bank That Accomodates"
seat while watching this thrill story.
Scrubby Mason, the latest addition
See it and a two reel Lion comedy it
to the local nino, showed up well in
the first game Sunday. Out of five
trips to the bat he scored two runs
and landed a nice aingle.

Celebrate the 4th

A

Quick Aids First
to go with

Firecrackers

blue-eye-

Aa emergency outfit U a vary
ifcMiirjr equipment for every bona,
traTcllini bag or trunk. .Something
yon must hare now, if jroa or In

jrounttart ara to bothar with (Ira
crackara. It it hard to tall whan tuck
goodi ara required, 10 you bad bettar
kaap a clock on hand at all timet.
Wa (all
moat complata lina ol
emergency need.

It is conservatively estimated that
$100 was lost to the club in uncollected admissions at Sunday's game.
Prom a business standpoint it would
pay the managers to get behind a
movement to put over a grandstand
and have a fenced diamond. The
Elks baseball team has brought a
great deal of credit to Clovis during
the present season, and the business
men should support such a movement.

COTTON.
BANDACES,
PLASTERS,
ADHESIVES,
GAUZES,
ANTISEPTICS
OINTMENTS,
PEROXIDE

Nutt, who held the mound throueh- out the game for Tucumcari, showed
the only real form displayed by the
visitors, and won applause from the
crowd when he pulled out of twj bad
holes. In the second with one man
down Jack Johnson singled and stole
second and third, and Seery walked
and stole second.
It looked like a
sure scare, but Nutt tightened up and
fanned the next two men. In the
eighth with Carlisle on third and
Hayes on second and no one down, he
.gam pulled oit when Deniso and
Hickok fanned and Mason went out
on a long fly to center.

We also sell the firecrackers

Excellent progress is being made
on the new building for the Mountain
States Telephone Co.
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Yoor Home Now
Never Before Have You Needed a Home as You Need One Now.
Never Before Have We Been Better Prepared to Meet tlie Needs of Our
Customers.
This is Your Opportunity to Benefit by Our Years of Kxperienee in
Building Homes. It Is Our Opportunity To Be Of Service To You.
Call On Us Today.

W. F. West & Company
"THE HOME BUILDERS"
Office in Union Mortgage. Company Building

i

i
A Compplete Stock of

East-a-

n

Kodak and Supplies.
Let ut do your Developing
and printing.

Victrolaa
aad Grafoaolai
Sold oa Easy Payment.
A Large Stock of Record.
New oaes Weekly.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.

Brighten Up !

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Jatt

a wbUperi

If yon wilt bring that pretcription
filled by a registered pharmaeiit.

to

important items in the borne is
the Electric Fixtures.
One of the most

uc It wiH ba

The best light you can get is not good enough.
We have in our stock the most popular

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"The Farmers' Friend"

and

up-to-da- te

line of fixtures in the Southwest.
These fixtures are for your approval and we
will be glad to show you our entire stock.

We solicit your bunking business.

Nunn Electric Company
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OfClovb

Clovis. New Mexico

Capital, Surplus and Profits

$135,000.00

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

044OM--

h4
.a.

aV

FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

THS CLOVIS NEY5, TUUSSSAY, JUNE 24,
NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING

March

Himalayan Bear's Foolish
With Stone.

Com-b-

at

Tm Many Msmbsra of tha Hi.
man Ract, tha Animal la a Vic
tlm of hia Unconquarsbl

Lib
i

Obatlnaey.
Mont wild nnlinuU, it apin-nr- ,
an well as greedy mid

a! upld

'

ar
obatl-not-

Rut fur ahrer tinilnlcss
In the fuce of opposition there
la, the bent atiUiorltle coiilond, tin
animal like the IlliiiHlnyan hear. If
he flnda n thing in lilx Wuy hn will
push It aside If he run, even
though It would be easier to ko around
the obHtaele.
The wily natlvca of India have
thnt trult In hln character and
from It hnve contrived a trap to
catch him. They select a tree with a
Mtable horizontal hough. At a point
on the bough about ten or twelve feet
from the fork they fa men a halt likely to attract the benr honey, for example, or goat'a flenli. Then from another bonch above that one they suspend a heavy block of atone. The
rope la ao fastened to the upper
houifh that the atone hang between
(he bait and the fork of the tree.
The bear areata the hult from a distance, roinea to the tree, aeea the food
oo the bough and clliuba up the tree,
lleaclilng the bough, he walks along It
to get at the bait. But suddenly he
notlcea the obrtnHe In li In way and
puxhee H bhIOc with hla paw. The
atone awlngii nut of the way for n
then It awlnga buck and hlta the
bear on the paw. With a growl of
Irritation the bear pushes it aside
more violently. The atone awlnga
away again; Mien It returns with
greater force and hlta the bear en the
aeo-on-

Fitz-hug-

Mexico.

the Southwestern Drug Co. and three
NOTICE
boxes cured me of the trouble. AnyTo all Contractor! and to tifciiau
Just as Seer
f ClarvU People Have. one suffering from disordered kidconcern : On and after the July
neys should try Doan's Kidney Pills, 12th, 1920, all common labor will
Waiting doesn't pay.
for they are a great medicine."
per hour for 8 hour day. Mo
If you neglect kidney backache.
60c, at all dealers.
tar mixers and hod carriers $1.00 w.i
n
Urinary troubles often follow.
Time and a half for overtiot
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y!
7 hour.
Doan's Xidney Pills are for kidney
and holidays.
backache, and for other kidney ills.
O. C. Martin, President.
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Clovis citizens endorse them.
I. H. C. B. k C. L. U. Local OOTi
by local applications, at they cannot reach
toe Ulaeiiauil portion of tin eur. Thure la
Wm. H. Sharp, Recording Secrntary- Mrs. O. I. Ldvc, 205 S. Wallace only
oiio way to cure catarrhal 4afn-aathat la by a constitutional remedy.
St., Clovis says: "A few years ago I and
by an InCatarrhal Dfafni-iIt
condition of iht mucoua lining ot
had an attack of kidney complaint flamedKustuchiun
NOTICE I huve for sale about
Tube,
the
Winn this tube It
and for a whole winter my back was Intlami'd you have u runi!ilnx sound or
three
thousand head of breeding ewes
hrurlng, und wh.-It la entln-lso lame and weak, I could hardly get closed, Dfiintas la tho rrtult. I'nlctt tlto near Sunta Rosa, N. M., which
haw
bo
:ind thlt tulto
Iniltimn'ttluti
''an
aDout. i uo nope 1 never eet to feel
to Ita normal condition,
ieen wintered in that vicinity. APJ
dpitrcyfd
be
Mnny
wl.
cnai-longer.
of
ing like thut aguin. I often got so dcaftipea are i'nuad by cntnrrh, which la good young ewes about half of which-- ,
dizzy I nearly fell over and my kid an hidatn-i- condition of tho mucrus surface. Hall's t'aturrh
acta thru are two year olds which I would sell
neys were in a bad way, tos, being the blood on thu mucoua iurfact-- of tha at shearing time with the lantbev.
yitrrn
weak and inactive. Snecks floated
W
will flvo Ona Hiuvlrcd Pollira foe
thrown in and the wool off or beforw
any caae of Catarrhal D,
that cannot
my
before
eyes
and
my
sight.
blurred
A bad breath, coated tongue, bad
shearing cither.
be cured by Hails Catarrh Medicine,
Fred Baca, Santa
cirII Urussliia, He,
taste in the mouth, languor and debility. I bought Doan's Kidney Piiis from culars free.
Rosa, N. M.
r. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo,
are usually

Jnw.
Hut alas! the hear never went to
arhool and learned the law of gravity.
Kvery blow he hlta the atone la returned tenfold. And as (lie stune ha
no bruins to be knocked out, It Is the
bear thnt gels knocked nnf.
Then the wily natives hiding below
niKli In wllh a net and throw It quickly over It tit. And that Is how any
"zoo" or inciinecrle gels Its Hima-

E,

6e-75-

Foater-Milbur-

A Coated Tongue?
What it Means

l

ntm-p-

a

signs that

the liver is
out of order.
Pbop. I1em
deter says:
"The liver is

.

organ

an

The

secondary in

importance

only to the

heart."
We

manu fac-

ta re poisons
within our
own bodies
which art

v

Zig-Za-

MKhinlnllr

rulnl

can

us deadly a a enuko's venom.
The liver acta as a guard over onr
g,
sifting out the cinders and
tune irom ids general circulation,
A blockade in the intestines piles
a heavy burden, upon the liver. If
the intestines are choked or clogged
up, the circulation of the blood
becomes poisoned and the system
becomes loaded with toxic waste,
and we suffer from headache,
-coated
tongue, bad tazte in
mouth, nausea, or gas, acid dyspepsia, languor, debility, yellow skin
or eyes. At such times one should
take castor oil or a pleasant laxae,
tive. Such a one is made of
leaves of aloe and jalap, put
into ready to use form by Doctor
Pierce, nearly fifty years ago, and
sold for 25 cents by all druggists aa
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
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don't want a truck motor in a touring car;
use a different oil in the cylinders than in the
o
transmission.
Different conditions must be met differently. That is
vhy Lee builds three types of tires for three kinds of
wses. The right type for your purpose is the one built
especially for that use.

YOU

Consult us on tires. We'll survey the conditions your
tires must meet and prescribe the Lee Tire that will
6crve you best the Lee Tire that will give you maximum mileage and comfort

D routh

'jriT.,.,

....

Three Types of Tires for Three Kinds of Use
Tht Let

Puncturt-Pro-

ot

For tha hardcat poailbla lerrlce tor
all klnili of roads. A real cord lira
rldlm economical od
Tin
aly
atnolutelr puncture-proopuncture-prooDependable
cord tire.
f
under all Conditions.

The

Lta Cord

eruclllni aerrlce In town tad
tha coimiry. Lee Cord cnuilruc- Biakea
these light riding Urea
llon
practlralljr tree from Die usual lira
separation,
blowout. ,
trouble
aldewalbj Ireaklug, Internal friction, etc
Uand mailt.

2ro

tread

Tht Lee Fabrie

Sloan & Graham Tire and
Vulcanizing Co.

TV

Cord

l.

e

layan bear.
Law Library.
An Interesting experiment In library
Is being worked nut In
the Long IWnrh public library, I.otig
Itench, Cal. Forty or .10 attorney of
the city of Long Itenrb have sent law
book from their private libraries to
the public library for the purpose of
nw library.
forming a
Those contributing books In this way
are entitled to take books from Ibe cooperative library, keeping them for a
period of five day, und the general
public la allowed to consult the books
at the library. The books are marked,
"Loaned to the Long Ilenrh Public Library." Some of the attorneys Joining In the plan have each contributed
aa many aa 2K) hooka to the
law library. U would seem that
this Idea might he worked out kiicccns.
fully In other lines of endeavor, thus
making the resources found In hooka
available to the lnrgest possible number of people.

4

well-bein-

yellow-

Witness my hund and seal of office
With a anarl of rage the bear given this 1st day of June, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
the atone a tremendous thruat and
aend It up Into the air In a wide (Seul)
County Clerk,
'
curve. Then down roinea the atone In
Curry County, N. M.
similar enrve and hlta the bear a
thumping whack on the ribs.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Most anlmala would desist after
U. S. Land 'Office, Fort Sumner,
that third blow; not ao the hour. He N. M., May 27, 1920.
la now In a perfectly mad rnge, and a
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
bear la a good boxer. Ho hlta out
with hla paws, right and left and E. Davis, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
actids the atone hurtling forward In a
atlll wider curve. Then, after a few
seconds, the stone mines bark and hits
the bear a terrific "uppcreut" on the

fhent

TAKI IT IN TIME

23, 1917, made Homestead
Section
14, Township 8 N., Range 34 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make Final three year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. V. Steed,
at Clovis, N. M., on the 8th day of
July, 1920.
Claimant
names as witnesses,
Ross S. Cherry, J. B. Hendrix, R. I.
Duke, and Delmar I. Burnett, all of
Clovis, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.

entry No. 016380, for
Te the Universal Wrench Company, a corporation under the lawi
of the State of Colorado, Ranaom Y.
Bovee, and all unknown claimant
of the property hereinafter described, GREETING:
You and each or you are hereby
notified that suit has been filed and
it now ponding In the District Court
of Curry
County, New Mexico,
wherein C. S. Fitzhuith is plaintiff,
and the Universal Wrench Company,
a corporation under the luws of the
State of Colorado, Hansom Y Bovee,
und all unknown claimants of the
property hereinafter described, are
defendunts in Cause No. 1614 on the
Civil Docket of said Court.
The general purposes of said suit
arc to quiet the title, to the property hereinafter described, in Plaintiff, and tj estop defendants and
and each of them from claiming any
estate adverse to Plaintiff's in said
property:
To establish Plaintiff's
title to said property and forever set
the same at rest. Said property Is
described aa being; situate in Curry
County, New Mexico, and being all
of Lots Seven (7) and Eight (8) in
Block Sixty-EiK(68) of the Original Townsite of CI avis, New Mex
ico, according to the officiul platl
thereof.
You are further notified thut unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or before July 23,
1920, judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default,
and plaintiff will apply to the Court
tor the relief sought in his complaint.
Pluintiff's attorney is J. S.
whose address is Clovis, New

120.

huikjr tin that Bshu mean road)
condition! and Invariably wins.
Quallty-bulfrom llnlni to tread;
and as good
it looks s
OTerslKd, wltb mllei of
atnlca.
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Smile

U0f

as well as

Hail nsurance

at

Mile

Why man

written by

we made this
cigarette for you!

THE OLD HARTFORD
Plenty of money to loan on farms

Money.

Nickelswhich are really copper

nickel, being a mixture of the two
metals were first coined In this country to give encouragement M nickel
mining, Important deposits lm..ng heeu
found In I'ennaylvnr'-- .
r uses for the?
Since then t.
und. Hut at the
metal hnve been
present tit"' M per cent of the world's
supply of nickel la derived from the
mines of the Sudbury district, In
where the tvnorves of ore are
enormous.
Of the balance. France produces the bulk, contributing 11 per
cent.
If lma been suggested that Orcnt
Itrltnln, practically controlling as she
does the world' nickel, might switch
from cheapened Roltl and make t lie
.hlte metnl the basis of her currency.
Philadelphia LedRcr.

The Scheurich Agency

Can-nd-

"Lst's Pretend."
Everybody has things to put up with.
There aro sure to be tips and downa,
and even daya when everything seems
ao out of tune that It can never be
right again. To make home a happy
place Is the housewife's business, but
unlets she can at least appear happy
hdrs:f she Is not likely to make a
success of It. This will be much easier If sho hna had her enrly training
In the game of "lot's pretend." Very
few of us make the most of all the
chances for happiness that come to
us. It's a difficult thing to do. Itut
we can all try to do so, and that Is
half the battle I Washington Tost.
Our Flour and Wheat Exports.
July 1 and January 0. the
United States exported 82,0S,1,000
bushels of wheat and 8,77;i.O(iO barrels of (lour, a total equal to M.WOf
PQ0 bushela of wheat
Between

i Mai
fl

I

am

a

f

fit your cigarette
CAMELS completely
you'll agree

they were made to meet your taste!
Unique flavor, fragrance and mellow-due to Camels quality and expert blend of choice Turkish and choice Domestic tobaccos
are a revelation! You will prefer the
Camel blerid to either kind of tobacco
smoked straight!
mild-body

IT;

"hio man who waits

for building material

de-

mand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise tli.it

1

VM .TVNXNlf

you build now

that you come to us for your estimates.

Telephone 23

4

Clovis, New Mexico

J

,11,11,,

rtifffiriife
,wi F""

r.tu
y UIgarUUe 111
tne world at any price. You'll pre-lcrHu"iyio coupons or premiumst
W'ZZ7Z'ZZZZi
Hire earron a
ofC.m.1. arasoW ,n,rmh.nm

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

With Camels you can go the limit
without tiring: your taste. Thev
leave no unpleasant cigaretty after-- .
tasie; no unpleasant cigaretty odorl:
To get a line on why Camels win
you so completely conirjare them

'XZiS

ir
,

fceup(r

or

Iht Sen or iranf.

1

J- -

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. Winston-Sale-

N.C

I

c
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August
visiica vera rvuson oununy.
Bailey and Panrer Counties (Tex
ana
Mrs. Wilson, Dewey Wilson
have asked that the Curry Coun
as)
POINT ENTERPRISE ,
Mr., ni Mrs. R, L. Thpmas visited
Singing Convention cftnvene with
Mr. Thomas' parents at Blacktower ty
Texas, next Sunat
I them
lost Thursday.
ut the Farwell Court
Bro. Strubla, who is at Mountnin-ni- r
The hail which fell here Friday day, June 27th,
helping hold a revival, reports evening and night d'd considerable House.
Curry County Auxiliary Singinfj
damage to somo ot the row crops
fine success.
will meet at Moye ChapConvention
Rev. Lewis preached at Mounce and gardens.
pie Fourth Sunday in July (25th).
school house Sunday afternoon.
Mini Minnie Agnes Wilson,
Mr.and Mrs. Joiner, Mr. Jones and SINGING CONVENTION NEWS
us secretary for Curry Coun,Thu Curry County Singing Confamily and some friends from lovis
ty. Miss Lula Mitchell was nominated
went to Fort Sumner litot week on vention met ut Havener third Sunday
secretary in her place.
in June.
a fishing trip,
JNO. F. TAYLOR, Pres.
s
Mifl.-eThe Convention adjourned to meet
Ava Montgomery, Alh'mae
J. C. McCAIN,
Perkins and Dell Johnson visited again at Ranehvale third Sunday in
LULA MITCHELL, Sec.
Iii.ve Joiner Sunduy.
Mrs. Verner ElPott of Clovis visfiMl
ited a few days last week in the
home of her sister, Mrs. Joiner.
Sr. and Mrs. R. Tliomas of Texas
are visiting Ihe hitter's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. 8. R. Wilson.
Mr. and Mi's. H. I.. Hughes spent
"m.
Saturday night and Sunday with Jks.
Struhle.
Several of the farmers are
3'i Waving thic week for Texas
harvest fields.
Som of the young f.dks attended
inging at Fairfield Sunday night.
You
Mim Mnyme Houston of Fairfield

Ilairesi Supplies !

Fai-wel-

f

Files and Punches
Pnnnnr Hiuntc
UUJJUI

Qeering Repairs

it

I

il

U1IUII

s

Graniteware

plan-nini-

am,

Tl

(T-'pJ-,

r

Chises

"

i

(j8jL

olts and Barge

Our Kitchen utens-

1

stccK is very comil
plete. We have many
little time

Clamps

Binder Whips

you have to Keep the folKs

waiting for their meals because you
are shy on cooKing utensils?
can't mahe few pans answer many
purposes and at the same time get up
a quich meal. You are foolish even to
try it, considering how little it would
cost to get everything you lacft.

and Handles

a 1110

praise
Shorf?

Are You
or mtcuen uiensu

Do

Water Bags and Rop e
Header Forks and

and Oilsrs
iIS)

11W

Tinvare and

MnRnrmink nnrl

u! ran p

s.

IIIVU10

and Burrs

Gil

Queeesvare and.
Glassware

and money

saving devices which

housewives can appreciate, besides all

Scoops and

Mnmiments that are bought of un-- i
solicitors very often discclor
a::d deteriorate m why not purch-- '
as" the memorial of a concern that
Iv.s .t local reputation for Rood work?

the usual necessities.

l.::ow n

and Belting

Grain Bins
j

nionunient ib something that
h to last for all tiiv.e then fore only
the fine.-- t iiiality tf grnnit-or mar-- j
hie Mwuld bf used and the best of
skill iii I t'eriiu: nail s tti:'jr.
Th--

ROUND OAK RANGES

:

i re huiiliful and our
I., t un
cmor aid
them
to you and you will be convinced.

Our

i

Rapp Monument Co.

Come inandseeus
the first opportunity

you can find, if it's
merely to looK around.

TlaKe a list of what
you need then get
our prices.

DARDWARE THAT STANDS HARD WEAR
A i' PUICCS THAT STAND COMPARISON
Roberts-Dearbor-

Hardware Co.

ne

"YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT"

210 Weil Grand Avenue
fopniaiumi

Oltljr

,

0X0)
Mrs. Yola Johnston is improving cothe, Texas and to meet Mm. Jchn-froa severe spell of appendicitis, j ston at that place. The remainder of
Miss Sue Hammons has been staying th i 52 relatives were nieces, r.ephevs,
and cousins to Mrs. Johnston.
with her the past week.
She
Mr. E. W. Bowen and little son, !so visited Mrs. Lenn He:drix, for- of Tucumcari were In this part the mcrly of this place, who is new tak
last of the week in the interest of ing treatment at Chillicothr.
Also
uhe sr.w Mrs. Tom Derr and family at
some oil leases.
Ikj Hincs and family, E. W. Leach Altus, Okla. Mr. Derr filed on a half
mile south of Camand Holla and Marshal Hillard went section cne-hato Clovis Sunday in E. W's. car. Mrs. eron poHi affice in the early days of
Sallie Leach who has been visiting this country and Inter sold it a; d
her daughter, Ruby Hendrix at Clo- mrvvd tD Altus.
vis for a fortnight, returned home
McCormick and Deering repairs
with them.
Mr. nnd Mrs. A. A. Dethrago took
Sunday dinner with H. L. Caughran
and family.
Earl Boncy ia kept quite busy at
L. M. Boney's shop repairing cars or.d
Dr. T. T. Presley, eye, ear, nose
trucks.
In speaking of her recent trip to and throat, will be in Clovis on the
.
M. A. 6th of each month at the office of
Texas and Oklahoma
12 homes Dr. Board.
visited
she
Kiid
Johnston
of her relatives in which were o2 relBe sure of a money crop this fall
atives, of which three wore her childplant Broom Corn. Seed for sale
ren, 9. wire her gra'id children, one a
brother and one a sister. The sister at Gurley Warehouse.
was Mrs. Mattic Hayncs who came
Lane & Sons Grain Co. Office
fnm her homo in Tennessf-- to visit
htr brother Solen Haynes ut Chilli- - 1st door north of White Cafe
Phone 20.
tfc.
m

CAMERON NEWS

Mr. A. B. Wood and granddaugh-

ter, Gladysicks, H of McLean, Texas
returned Thursday after spcnditif.; a
week with his son, J. 0. Wood nnd
family.

lf

C. T. (,nnn and ''fjvil.v visited 'hs
last of the week with his father who
is quite sick at Amarillo.
Messrs. larion Meredith, Henry
Stovall, Cleveland Johnston and Arvil
Edmonson and their families, and
Mil M. A. Johnston ate ice cream at
Willie Johnston's Saturday nitfht.
Rev. A. W. Cameron and wife
spent Sunday with Trof. Jackson and
'family at Hollene. Mr. Cameron
preached to a large congregation at
3 p. m. at Hollene.
Pat Fitzsimmons came from Amarillo Thursday and expects to work
in the harvest here.
A. C. Johnston and family, J. O.
Wood and family and Mrs. M. A.
Johnston attended Sunday School at
New Hope and spent the remainder
of the day with Mr. and Mrs. Isler.

M.-s-

No. 11746

Auto parts welded saves tunc and money and
ear or truck back in action without the
long delay caused by the congested transportation
of today.
ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION
What per day would you want your neighbor
to pay for the use of your t raetor or truck I
This is th'; way 1o figure your loss.
AVe repair 9"'J; of this kind of trouble.
Welding is all we do.
v
Wc weld any metal and guarantee it.
tfels your

ADMIRAL WELDING SHOP
Rear Farmers State Rank on West Monroe.
Phone t::r,

Treaiury Department
of Comptroller
Office
of the
Currency.
Washington, D. C, June t th, 1020
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it ha
beer, made to appear
that "THE
FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
OF
GRADY" in the town of Grady, in
the County of Curry and State of
New Mexico, has complied with all
.
e?. ......
lKn
n.
l oimiHCB
vue nwn..:u:..Ha
oi ,inc
I'luvimuiia ui wiu
United States required to be com
plied with before an association shall
be authorized to
the
commence
business of banking;
Now therefore I, John Skelton Wil
liams, Comptroller of the? Currency
do hereby certify thut THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF GRADY, In
the town of Grady, in the County of
Curry and State of New Mexico is
authorized to commence the bus!
ness of banking as provided in sec
tion rifty one hundred and sixty
nine of the Revised Statutes of the
t'nitod States.
In testimony whereof witness my
hand and seal of office this 4th day
of June, 1020.
JNO. SKELTON WILLIAMS
(Seal) Comptroller of tho Currency

Our Aim Is To
Serve You

.

better prepared hail we have ever been to serve the housewives of Clovis in their efforts 1o serve three square meals a day to their hungry families.
In our present location in ihe new Harry building we are
I

tie.

Viuaility Groceries
Whelher it is fresh vegetables and seasonable fruits, fresh country eggs,
clean dried fruits for pies and sauces, choice teas and coffees that you want, or
any of Ihe numerous necessities of the table, we can fill your wants immediately.

We

carry nothing but the best, and the best is sure to please you. Let

us serve vou.

Quality Meats
matter what your wants may be in the meat line, we can meet them,
m and we always meet, them with first qualify meats Ihe only kind you would
buy or serve on your table. We carry not only Ihe staples but also the delicacies that go to make a complete market stock. Let us serve you.
.No

'

gS

Grocery

Company, Inc.
New Barry Building
Phones 22 and 25
Ned Houk, V. Pres.

W. 0. Stallings, Pres.
'
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Extensive Improvements will
be made on the Railways Ice Com
pany's plant here this fall, according
to T. E. Roiff, local manager. However, these Improvements have not
been decided pn and nothing definite
can be announced.
The local plant, which has a daily
capacity 'of seventy-fiv- e
tons, and
2,500 tons storage capucity, is working overtime to meet the present demands; and in an emergency the daily
output can be pushed up to 00 tons.
In order to meet the additional demands of the citizens of Cbvis, the
plant Is turning out 81 tons daily.
The Railways Ice Company has
twelve plants scattered throughout
the southwest, with a daily capacity
of 25,000 tons and a storage capacity
of 65,000 tons.
Most of the output of the local
plant goes into the refrigerator cars
of meat and fruit trains that past
through here, and only about eight
or ten tons are delivered by wagon
in Clovis each day.

to come and bring well filled baskets.
Report last Sunday was fine. There
were 58 present and $4:02 collection.
We had a very bad hall storm last
Friday night. It ruined mast all the
wheat in this vlciiiity and beat up the
gardens and row crops very badly.

We had a very pleasunt duy last
Sunday at the Church of Christ. We
hud our usual Bible lesson at 10:00
and then had prvHching by Ero. Gard
ner. Sunday morning he delivered
a fine discourse on man's whole duty
to God, and on Sumluy night he
preiichcd on the entrance into the
Kingdom.

Our Bible

clases

are still meeting
night and Wednesday
evening, there being a very nice interest chown in the young people's
clans. We will be glad to have your
presence at all of these meetings,
come out and help us.
Let us all remember the meeting
to begin the second Sunduy in July,
with Bro. Shepard of Amurillo.Texas.
Everyone e ready and enjoy this
meeting, all are invited.
REPORTER.
on Sunday

n
Bristol will be assistant general
ager of the northern district with
office at La Junta. He has been genHad Mr. Scars
eral superintendent.
lived he would have been assistant
general manuger of the southern

0

F. L. Myers, for ten years superintendent of the New Mexico division
with office at Las VegtJ, N. M.,
is promoted to assistant general manager of the southern district with
headquarters at Amarillo.
A. Ewing, superintendent of the
Western division with headquarters
at Dodge City, Kansas, is transferred
to the New Mexico division with
offices at Las Vegas, succeeding F.
L. Myers, promoted.
D. S. Farley, for five years superintendent of the Pluins division with
headquarters at Amarillor is transferred to the Western division with
office at Dodge City, succeeding A.
Ewing transferred.
O. J. Ogg, for the past year superintendent of the Rio Grande division
with headquarters at San Marcial,
N. M., is transferred to the Plaint
division with offices at Amarillo, succeeding D. S. Farley.
B. A. West, is promoted from assistant superintendent of the
division to superintendent of
the Rio Grande division with headquarters at San Marcial, succeeding
O. J. Ogg transferred.

OF THE BIG

Millinery, and Ladies'

Pan-hand- le

SANTA FE OFFICIALS
4

Several from this cammunity attended the singing convention at
Havener Sunday.
Several from Blacktower attended
the funeral of Mrs. Belcher last Tuesday, June 15th.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. McCaw, Mr.
J. T. Chandler, and the Misses Sadie
Allen, Mabel and Ruby Chandler attended church in Clovis Sunday night
Next Sunday is Sunday School day
at Blacktower. Everybody is invited

THURSDAY, JUNK 24, 1620.

district.
CHURCH OF CHRIST

BLACKTOWER

ft

HmS,

number of changes in officials
on Western Lines of the Santa Fe
Railway has been announced by R. J
Parker, General Manager, to be effective June 20th. The changes are
due to the vacancy caused by the
passing of T. H. Sears week ago.
The positions of general superintendent of the northern and southern districts With headquarters at
La Juntu, Colo., and Amarillo, Texas,
are abolished. The title will be asII.
C.
manager.
sistant general
A

parel for Every Passing Mood of a
mer Day at Rock Bottom Prices.

Notice to Farmers The St. Vrain
National Farm Loan Association
amended Territory covers all Curry
County west of Rang 35. If you
desire a loan, call on or write for
J. L. Hines,
further information.
Secretary-Treasure-

ApSum- -

values in all ready-to-wea- r.
All our
suits andspring coats at greatly reduced prices, also
big reductions in bungalow aprons and house
Unheard-o- f

r

BROOM CORN New Mexico's
one sure crop. Get your seed at
Gurley Warehouse.

If its newt The News wants
Phone us. No. 97.

Ready-to-We- ar

it.

dresses.

r
Everything in Our Store Goes
at Reduced Prices

v J

!

so you

can't afford to miss these wonderful values;

Visit our bargain counter and get the shock of your
life, Hose,'voile blouses, and other bargains too num-

erous to mention. Quality always the keynote of
our offerings. And the woman who shops with us is
quick to recognize the superioty of our goods.
An Analysis of the "Road Speed"
of a

M

AXWELL

Many of Our Best Hats
at Half Price

is a tribute to its special steels
Men driving larger cars have
often vr.Jcrcd at the "road speed"
.. ...axwcll.

True, in an open straight stretch
they have run away from Maxwell.
But in any "piece of going" in
which hills, turns, curves or rough
roads enter ;nto the general average,
they do not outrun a Maxwell.
The reason for this is the special
steels in a Maxwell. They are made
to Maxwell's own formulae, and
make possible construction combining great strength with light weight.

--

The lightness of the weight
enables a Maxwell to take a turn
with more ease and lees slowing up,

come down a hill under better
control, ascend a hill as well, and

make more time over a rough piece
of roadway.
The strength of its steels enables
Maxwell
a
to stand equally as well,
or better, side strains, road uneven
ness, etc.

Others at Great Reductions

In other words, a Maxwell
makes speed when a larger car
cannot, and thus evens up to a high
average its "road speed" without
breaking the speed laws.

.Everything On Sale

This ability in a Maxwell is one
of many that is winning new
friendships daily. Nearly 400,000
of them to date; in another year
500,000.

Clovis Motor Sales Co.

Grisamore k Osbora

Corner Pile and Grand
Clovis, N. M.

Clovis, New Mexico
nE3tIt&

L
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HER FOUR YEARS'

IMSPOUC EIS

TROUBLE ENDED

MUCjyPPREClATED
Our country correspondence is appreciated by u large number of readers and especially to those who wish
to see their particular community

wpwnli'd

in our columns.

Please
Let us hi'lp you to kepp your section
If your particular com
in tho map.
munity is not represented in our
ti'')umi'.s and you Know :f Home one
a illing to H'tid in these items, please
Vt us !now about it.
"BATTLE OF BALLOTS
IS FORECASTED

TOPEKA WOMAN SAYS HER RECOVERY AND SPLENDID
HEALTH ARE DUE TO

"Since I began taking Tanlac I
am enjoying better health than 1
have in years, and I think my recovery is simply remarkable," said Mrs.
Mary Dosch, 101 Chandler St, To-- ;
':a, Kansas, recently.
"For the past four years," Mrs.
Desoh continued, "I had suffered
J
'I read fully w!t'-- . stomach troubb'.
lii'il Fcarcely any appetite and every,
thing I ate disagreed with me. After
would puff up will'
e.'iv meal
our g.is thai prosed u;::i!r.st. my
heart until I could hardly get my
breatn. My kidneys alto bothered me
:i great deal, anil theie was nearly
iihvaya a pain across the small of my
back that made it difficult for me to
jet up or down. My head ached near
ly all the time and I had such dizzy
spells it was all 1 could do to keep

There may also be a hr.tlle of bulbils at the Democratic Convvention
ihich meets at Ran Francisco next
'wreck, as only a few of the delegates
hto instructed.
Of the 1,0112 del.iUcr. only 372
.ijad been instructed by state convenThese are ditions or primaries.
vided as follows:
Palmer. 101; Governor James M.
71; Herbert Hoover. .'10; Secretary of Agriculture Meredith, 20;
Caiter Glass.
Governor
Wunled Two furnished or unfur
Kdwar.lt;. 2s ; Senator Simmons, 24;
nished rooms by couple without chil
Sfiiatur Robert Owen, 20; Senator 'lien. Phone News Office.
Gilbert Hileiicock, Hi; Homer S.
Cfimmings, 14;. lames W, Gerard, 10;
Wiliam .1. Bryan, 10; William G.
1

10.

If presented,

Hoover, a candidate

R. C. Snelson

for the Republican presidential nomination, probably would get all of
Michigan's .10 votes on the first
t
more than he obtained at any
'Time during the Republican convention by virtue of having carried the
'presidential primary in that state
&fore he repudiated the Democratic

Groceries

Tarty.
Palmer's

lead in instructed

YOUR

dele-

gates was threatened because of the
vontcst filed by Tom Watson over

Stir

from falling. I became so badjy run
down and weak I could not do my
houiicwork and could not walk any
distance without sitting down to rest.
"I had taken many different medicines and treatments, but never got
any relief until I started taking Tan-laI had not taken all of tho first
bottle before I bean to feel better,!
and realized that at last I had found
;he right medicine.
Soon I had a
plendid appetite and kept improv-i'lj- y
until now I can eat anythingl
ivant and everything agrees with me
perfectly. I am never troubled with
rhnrtntss of bnr.th or ar.y other
after effects and I don't know what
it is to have a headache or became
My kidneys are in perfect
dixxy.
.ondilion, the pains have ull gone'
ut of my back and I have regained
.ny strength so that I do all my own
iiouscwoik and can wnlk almost any
c.

cuts it, polishes and letters it right
here and sells it direct to the customer. There are no middle man's
profits and it is not hard to see how
he can save you monoy on your monuments. Not only .this, he is a citizen of Clovis, has his home here and
when you patronize him you are
helping to build up tho town and the
He hires no salesmen and
Wanted to rent three or four room county.
house close in . Phono Tho News,
No. 97.
CWC

CfflUES

GROW

Wagon Yard

i;

FOR 12 YEARS

h

Good!

A full line of Moline iisters and
;

line Cultivators.

Mo- -

These are the old

j

f

r
(!

j

RESPECTFUL

j

t
t

'!

:

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

REASONABLE

that will save you money.

j

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

j

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

JOHNSON BEOS.

Cattle

i:

Night Phone 239 J

Day Phone 211

F. B. PAYNE, Manager

I

Last Mad Rush for State Wealth In Texas Oil
University and State School Land Oil Riches Open to Rich and Poor, But Certain Not to Last Long
Under Easy Terms Now Offered Through Abner Davis

NOW OR NEVER FOR
100 Well. Drilling

that a
the lucky
owner from 40 to 400 times the present cost within a few weeks or few

I am absolutely certain
louse will net
choice

i

i

months according to when gushers
come in. More than 100 wells drilling
to enhance values in '.he trar.s-PecRio Grande district where most university and school land is situattd.
Strang But True
When the American Indiun was
pushed back by the white man, L'uclu
Sam allowed him to rest on the then
worthies plains .and jungles for h'.s
hunting ground, that the Red Man's
white brother might till the fertile
soil. Most of the rich oil fields of Oklahoma were on worthless scrub hills
of the Indian nation. The Texas
ranch owner and farmer left the sage
brush plains and arid hills untouched.
The state gave the refuse to the university and school system. And again
. nature
lavishes her wealth where
least expected and the oil, gas and
mineral resources of the3e school
lands arc building fortunes for those
who come and take them for development, and now the state, the university and the public schools are
reaping the fabulous riches the early
settlers pushed aside. This is one of
the strange things whereby nature
takes care of her own and it is all
very well because it gives the chance
now we never could have gotten otherwise.
Last Chance For Big Oil Lease Holdings From the State.
The Indian wards of the government have become fabulously rich
from their oil lands in Oklahoma.

Refineries:

The state of Texas university and
state school system is reaping millions fiom oil royalties.
Last Gift To Man
Her Vast Oil Wealth for School
Fortunes Await Developers, and
Millions For the Early Speculators.
Abner Davis, Texas Oil Developer,
Refiner and Founder of the famous
Abner Davis System of
Man to Man, is now distributing
to his backeis 400,000 acres of university and school land oil lease permits from tho state of Texas.
This is, without doubt, the largest
ppprofit-sharin- g
plan
for individuals in the history or all
efforts at constructive individual cooperation.
Why Pay More
If you wnnt a dollar to do more for
you than a thousand times that
could do after one of the
hundred big wells now drilling comes
in a gusher further extending and
proving the trans Pecos Rio Grande
oil trend, you will have to get your
application in my hands for oil
allotment on Texas school
with me you
land. By
get tho largest holdings for the least
expense why pay more?
Forty acres at $1.25 per acre-- can
be secured through Abner Davit,
Trustee.
400,000 acres Texas university and
school hind oil and gits lease permits,
perfect easy
titles
terms state
blocked up covering
protection,
Grande trend whore
give
geologists and state surveys
unanimous approvav) for oil

TW

Profit-Sharin-

lease-perm- it

40 ACRE

Help Produce Caioline
My exclusive operations in oil leases, drilling wells, producing, refining
and direct distribution of Pyramid
Brand gasoline and other petroleum
products, gives you the chance to
share with me and thousands of others in holding these vast Texas university and state school lands for oil
development.
Share on Ground Floor
I could charge you $10 per acre
now, or could hold for ISO days and
charge $20 to $.r0 per acre, but that
is not my way of doing business, man
to man I want these vast holdings
to come into tho hands of my friends
with me for fuwho will
ture developments at nominal expense with profits direct to the individual from their acreage and then
and development
from
under our system.
1
but I am
am not telling !
for
building a great organization

prof
Would You Win Back Your Losses If
You Could?
You are here given the real chance
to win quickly and in a substantial
way because big holdings can he had
with only a few dollnrs cash and a
few dollars for annual rentals and
extensions.
What Forty Acres of Oil Land can Do
e
tract produced $7,000,000
in Oil

Intcrantionnl News Service.
Ranger, June 11. The forty-acr- e
Merriman
church
tract adjoining
property, four miles south of Ranger
By

Fort Worth Pecos Wichita Falls

TEXAS OIL RIGHTS
is the world's richest oil acreage.
It has produced in less than two
years nearly 2,500,000 barrels of oil

Benefits of
The development carried on by the
drilling branch of the trusteeship
makes wealth for the participating
members direct. This same development enhances the values of all individuals without expense to them and
without expense or injustice to the
developing department.
To illustrate
If I go out and buy HO acres or a
section of M0 acres for development
I use the funds of the drilling branch
of the trusteeship and thereby create
great values for outsiders who own
the adjoining and surrounding eighties or sections. If I do this develop-miT- t
iinon an K0 or section purchased from our own individual members,
I do them the good turn and give the
profit to those who have
with me. Then I am doing all others
a further good turn because incidentally I am developing and creating
further values for all other Individuals who have adjoining or surrounding property.

worth over $7,000,000 at present
prices.
DO YOU WANT YOURS
Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease
Permits on University and School
Lands in Texas.
The very last chance you will ever
have. There is no more land being
created. There is no more oil being
deposited. But Texas has a bountiful
supply for all who have the nerve to
try. I am determined that my friends
and barkers shall have the greatest
chance for real wealth that ever came
to so many people through the efforts
of one man.
There is no other way on earth by
which this opportunity to distribute
400,000 acres of Texas oil and gas
on school lands could
have ever come into my hands except
heci'use my friends have enabled me
to climb to a strong position as an
oil developer and refiner. This confidence Is due to tho tangible results
of my efforts along constructive development lines in a few short years.
So if I can turn 40 acres of Texas
oil and mineral rights over to each of
10,000 people, I will have given to
my friends the very thing their backing brought me.
I do not believe there is another
opportunity like this or that there
ever will be again. I do not believn
there is another man in Texas who
could get control of this magnificent
combination of state and university
holdings at this time, on such easy
terms.
lease-permi- ts

Title Perfect With State Protection
An oil and gas permit on university or state school lands in Texas is
the ideal form of speculation in a
large way with a very little money,
under the plans outlined whereby
people everywhere may become interested in the vast petroleum deposits
on Texas state lands, regardless of
where they live.
If you are interested, wire me to
reserve 40 acres for you. Give your
address and full details will be sent
you special delivery.

TELEGRAPH ME YOUR RESERVATIONS
Every man, woman and child that has ever Invested a dollar
through me, who is an American citizen, can secure an allotment of
40 acre of oil and gas
on Texas school land by agreeing to pay $1.25 ptr acre cash. This offer is made direct to those
who have furnished mo money in the past which enabled me to secure tlie vast university and school land
I now have at
my disposal.
Please reserve for me
acres af the university or
t.
state school land
Enclosed find $
to apply to same. It is distinctly understood that your plnn contemplates complying with the laws of the statu of Texas, governing the
payment of rental and the grouping and development of said land
'
for oil and gas.
Address
Name
You may remit any amounl convenient from $ld"up","the"balance
to follow when you receive full details.
All applications and all money will be returned when the allotment is exhausted.
The allotment will be made in the manner in
which application is received.
ABNER DAVIS,
Suite V, Fort Worth, Texas
lease-permi-

leaHe-perml- ts

Abner Davis System
Developers, Producers, Refiners, Pyramid
Petroleum Products

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

1

lease-permi-

""I"""

And Big Profit. 40 acres 640 acres. As soon as these state oil rights are disposed of to small holders and (he people of the U. S. wake up te the values missed prices will go skyward because
under way and planned are extensive and there is in my opinion the greatest American oil fields to be opened up in the trans Pecos Rio Grand Valley country.
real fortune. Why not form a little
Local Syndicate Opportunity If you want to get In the oil business in a big way so you can hold lease for enhanced values, sell a part for profit and hold the balance for
full 640 acre tract divided &mong your friends. I 'can operate with you in drilling, producing and refining, and the establishment of branch refineries and
syndicate of your own and secure a quarter section or a
filing stations, and distribution ot renneo prnaucts, We are now refining end shipping In tank car lots, gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil and distillate at wholesale and retailing at our plants.
Quiclc

Advance

the developments

'

;j

on these implements.

s

RELIABLE

I;

re- -

liable Moline line. The prices are right

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.

and

to see him.

Dad Dwight of the Clovis Marble
Works on draml Ave., ships his mor
bl'J direct into Clovis fro mthe nuar
rios of the New England States. He
;!

!

no agento and when you buy one of
Dnd Dwight's mornments you have to
deal direct wit'.i him at his Miarble
works on Cram! Avenue, but if you
can savo from 20 to 40 per cent on
your monuments isn't it worth while?
He has had 38 years experience in
the monument business. If you need
anything in his line it will pay you

Business

j
10

PATRONAGE

Mulei, Horses
Bought and Sold.

two-thir-

distance without becoming tired. I
think Teniae is a remarkable medi-cin- o
and I never miss an opportunity to praise it."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City
Drug Co., inTexico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
& Pool.
(Advertisement)

",

SOLICITED

"Georgia's 28 delegates the only
Democratic contest filed to date,
. Owing to the
rule in
Democratic convention, 72S votes are
7rw?cessary for a choice.

THURSDAY. JUNE 24, 1920.

j FREE USE OF CHAPEL

bal-.'o-

Old Lone

.

.
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My 10th, Our Annual 15 Days

Until Saturday,

f

r

i

i

c"

CO-OPERATI-

cumulated Stocks, Broken Sizes, and Apparel and Fabrics
r Some Time Past. With a Bold Stroke We Have Inauger- 2 Merchandise-need- ed
by every woman and in every home.

b

mmEEMJL BARGAINS

f

:

TO SELECT
lill.ITUNITY
s
W
ious fourth, and tor all
Early Fall Needs.
W

V

- - -

Now Is The Time and This Is
The Place to Satisfy

SOME MEN PREFER

SILK SHIRTS

YOUR SHOE NEEDS

But regardless of your preference we are
here to supply you at prices that will
please.

LOW SHOES OR SHOES
FOR FALL

Sizes

Here are shown long and short

iy

to

$15 Crepe de Chine . . $11.75
$10 Silk Shirts
$8.50
$9.00 Silk Shirts
$7.65
$8.50 Fibre Silk Shirts $7.22
$7.50 Fibre Silk Shirts $6.39
$6.00 Fibre Silk Shirts $5.10
$5.00 Shirts
$4.25
$4.50 Shirts
$3.82
$3.00 Shirts
$2.55
$2.50 Shirts
$2.12

Swagger little Sports Coats and a
ew which border on the wrap lines.

....

6'

Values to $4.00 at
$4.50 to $6.50 at
$7.50 to $13.00 at

. . .

....

$2.29
$3.69
$6.29

HALF PRICE
532.50 Coats

;35.00 Coats
u.uu ioats
252.50
Coats

r 65.00 Coats
J68.50 Coats
570.00 Coats
J

S16.25
$17.50

One Lot of Men's Shoes
in an almost complete range of sizes.
Formerly priced $8.50, $8.75 and $9.00

Midsummer Price

$26.25
$32.50
$34.25
$35.00

10

MCE

.........
. .

....

Ho

One Lot Ladies Shoes
Canvas and Canvas Top Pajtent Shoes

HALF PRICE
The
Fabrics are Polos, Mixtures and Silks.
$2.50
$5.00 Coat
$3.00
$6.00 Coats
$3.75
$7.60 Coats
$4.25
$8.50 Coats
$4.50
$9.00 Coats
$5.75
$11.60 Coats
$6.75
$13.60 Coats
$7.60
$15.00 Coats
$8.75
$17.50 Coats
$10.00
$20.00 Coats
$11.25
$22.50 Coats
$12 60
$25.00 Coats

$3.98 Per Pair.

A Showing of Beautiful Coats.

$15.00
$16.25
$17.60
$18.75
$20.00
$21.25
$22.60
$27.60
$29.25
$30.00
$32.50
$33.75
$37.50
$43.73

FRftf.KS

?.K

SIZES 6 TO 15 TEARS.

'

$4.88
$6.25
$0.75
$7.50

and Champaigne Kid Shoes, values to $10

$5.95 Per Pair.

MISSES' TUB FROCKS

Priced at $18.00 Each

:l

Capes

and Dolmans less than

1--

2

u'U

Be Glad Later.

KIRSCHBAUM CLOTHES
-R-

$75.00
$70.00
$65.00
$60.00
$55.00
$50.00
$45.00
$42.50
$40.00
$37.50
$30.00

EDUCED

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$63.75
$59.50
$55.25
$51.00
$46.75
$42.50
$38.25
$36.12
$34.00
$31.88
$25.50

Some Have Two Pairs of Pants.
$20.00 and $22.50 Suits
$16.00
$17.ii0 and $18.00 Suits
$13.50
$15.00 Suits
$11.75
$12.00 and $13.50 Suits
$9.50
Military Heels
formerly pricod $8.00,
$8.50, $9.00 and $9.60

Black and Brown

Reductions On
MEN'S AND BOYS' CAPS.

Now $7.50 Per Pair.

Ladies Fine Pumps
Black Kid Colonial, White Kid Tie and
Suede Tie, Full Louis Heel,
Formerly sold $15.00

Now $11.75 Per Pair.
10
!

Now-Yo-

Knickerbocker Suits

Ladies Oxfords,

ONE GROUP OF LADIES SUITS
Priced at $25.00, $27.50 and $33.75.

Clothing

To See These

$4.00
$5.64
$6.34
$0.64
$7.34
$8.34
$9.14
$12.00

Frocks
Frocks
$9.50 Frocks
$10.M Frocks
$11.00 Frocks
$12.50 Frocks
$13.75 Frocks
$18.00 Frocks

Midsummer Prices On
Buy Yovr Fall Needs in

Bring The Boys

OF VOILES AND ORGANDIES
Sizes 8 to 15 Years.

'"'i
..60

15

ONE LOT GREY

11!

Cotwriffht. 1920.
A. B. KirscbUum Cvmpasy

DISCOUNT

ON ALL OTHER MEN'S SHOES.

CHILDREN'S COATS
the better styles
Tricol- , Tafetas,

$7.50

Discount on other
Pumps and Oxfords.

Only by
faithfully
with the producers and with those
with whom we do business is this
store able to offer its customers merchandise which is at once timely; of
quality and which is priced well
within reason.

SATURDAY, JULY 10th

Hen's and Boys Oxfords

Ladies Coats

is nothing more or
less than the uniting of our efforts
with someone else's for the common
good. One might even call it enlightened selfishness, for the individual must need profit by that
which benefits the people as a whole.

One Lot of the Better Styles
at 20 Discount.

Panama Hat
Bahiluke
Bangkok

. . .

......

Panama
Panama
Toyo Panama

. .

$6.80
$6.80
$6.00
$5.20
$4.00
$2.80

Athletic Unions
For Men, Women and
Children.
75c Unions
$1.00 Unions
$1.25 Unions
$1.50 Unions
$1.75 Unions
$1.85 Unions
$2.00 Unions
$2.50 Unions
$2.75 Unions

......

.60
.80

$1.00
$1.20
$1.40
$1.48
$1.60
$2.00
$2.20

Knit Unions
FOR MEN AND BOYS
$1.25 Garments
$1.00
$1.50 Garments
$1.20
$2.00 Garments
$1.60
$2.50 Garments
$2.00
$3.00 Garments
$2.40
$3.50 Garments
$2.80
$5.00 Garments
$4.00

One Lot Men's Hose
16c a pair

Black, Grey and Cordovan. Exceptional
Values at 25c

Including a Lot of Motor Caps

Off.

One Lot Worth to $1.50
50c Each.

$8.50
$8.50
$7.50
$6.50
$5.00
$3.50

Radium Hose

ONE LOT
One-Thi- rd

Midsummer Headgear

Sale Price

at

20c Pair.

Hole Proof Hose and 75c up
OVERALLS

$2.85
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
STATE Of NEW MEXICO.
Commiaion of
Corporation
Ctat
- New Mexico.
OP COMPARISON
CERTIFICATE
United SUtei of America, State of
New Mexico, as. It ia hereby certified that the an- vexed ia a full, true and complete
transcript of the
Certificate of Incorpo1 ation of
BAKER BROS. AGENCY. INC.
Liability)
(No Stockholder'
No. 10610.
thereon, as
with the endorsement
game appears on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In testimony whereof, the Statu
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico hHs caused this certificate to be signed by its chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa
en this Third day of June A. D. 1020.
J. M. LUNA,
(Seal)
Acting Chairman.
Attest:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
ARTICLES OK INCORPORATION
OF BAKER BROS. AGENCY,
INC.
(No Stockholders' Liability)
State of New Mexico, County of
Curry, as.
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS : That we C. C. Baker,
II. E. Baker, J. H. Shepard, J. C.
Luikart, and R. A. Smith, all resident
citizens of the United States and of
the State of New Mexico, have united
together for the purpose of forming;
corporation under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of New Mexico,
and. do therefore declare:
1. The name of the corporation
hall be BAKER BROS. AGENCY,
INC., No Stockholders' Liability.
2
The location of its principal
office in the State of New Mexico
will be at Clovis, New Mexico, and
the name of the agent therein and in
charge thereof, upon whom process
against the corporation may be served is R. A. Smitl..
3. The objects and purposes for
which this corporation is organized,
and the nature of the business to be
carried on by it. are stated and declared to be aa follows,
. First, To transcribe the records
of
any of the Counties of the State of
New Mexico, and make abstracts of
title to real and other property in
the State of New Mexico, and in the
CUiei and towns in said State, and
especially in the Cities and Town in
the County of Curry, in said State of
New Mexico, and to guarantee all
titles made and sold, and issued, in
auch sums and upon such terms as
may be by such corporation ugrecd
upon and charged for abstracts of
titles and guaranteeing the same,
and also to purchase and erect a suitable building or buildings for offices
and for the preservation of the records of the company.
Second, To act as agent for Insurance companies in soliciting and receiving applications for fire, casualty, plate glass, boiler, elcvutor, ac
cident, health, burglary, rent, hail,
marine, credit and life insuruncc,
and all other kinds of insurance, the
collection of premiums and doing
d
uch other business aa may be
to agents by such companies,
and act as agents for and write bonds
as such for Bonding Companies and
collect the premiums therefor, and
to conduct a general insurance agency and insurance brokerage business,
and a general bonding agency busi"

-

,

50 shares,
R.,.A Smith, Clovis, Mew Mexico,
v
60 shares.
t:
thereof,
The aggregate
Thirty-fiv- e
Thousand
and
($35,000.00) Dollars, is the an
with which the corporation will commence business.
6. The period limited for the duris fifty
ation of said corporation
(50) years. '
7.
The names and addresses of
the Boord of Directors, and officers
who shall direct the affairs of this
corporation for the
first three
(3) months, or until their successors
are elected and qualified, are:
Board of Directors.
C. C. Baker, Clovis, New Mexico.
H. E. Baker, Clovis, New Mexico.
J. H. Shepard, Clovis, New Mexico.
J. C. Luikart, Clovis, New Mexico.
R. A. Smith, Clovis, New Mexico.
Officers
C. C. Baker, President.
H. E. Baker, 1st Vice President.
J. H. Shepard, 2nd Vice President.
J. C. Luikart, 3rd Vice President
R. A. Smith, Secretary-Treasure8. It is hereby agreed and understood (hat each stockholder shall have
and be entitled to one vote for each
share of stock so held, but that the
board of directors may from time
to time make, amend, alter, modify,
and rescind its
subject to the
action thereon by the stockholders at
any regular meeting thereof, or any
special meeting of the stockholders
called for that purpose.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. We
have hereunto set our hands and seals
this the 20th day of May, A. D.
1920.
(SEAL)
C. C. Baker
H. E. Baker (SEAL)
J. H. Shepard (SEAL)
J. C. Luikart (SEAL)
R. A. Smith (SEAL)
State of New Mexico, County of
Curry, ss.
On this 1st day of June, A. D.
1920, before me personally appeared
T
I
T
TJ
Ol
If
f
- . V
uMcit
ii. oiiciuiu, if. Vj.
Luikart, and R. A. Smith, to me well
known to be the same persons described in and executed the foregoing articles of incorporation, and
acknowledged to me that they executed the same as their free act and
deed for the uses and purposes therein expressed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
my official seal on this the 1st day of
June. A. D. 1920.
(SEAL)
FAYE HEAD,
Notary Public.
My commission expires Feb. 5, 1923.
State of Arkansas, County of Pulaski, ss.
On this 29th day of May, A. D.
1920, before me personally appeared
C. C. Baker, to me well known to be
the person described in and who executed the' above and foregoing
articles of incorporation and acknowledged to me that he executed the same is his free act and
deed for the uses and purposes therein expressed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
my official seal this the 29th day of
no-1-

r.

s,

May ."a? DY

IllW.
,...,;

IB 20.

for payment within one year from
that he executed the same as his free this list Say of 'JuheTDSOror
Notary Public act and deed for the uses and pur will be forever barred.
(SEAL)
My commission expires Aug. 9, 1923. poses herein expressed.
:.
I
s 1
ELIZA DOWNING,
l
L...
ENDORSED..
to set my hand and affixed my offici
No. 10610.
Administratrix.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Page 22.
al seal this the Uth day of Hay, A.
D. 1920.
'
Be sure of a money cro this fall
Certificate of Incorporation of
GEO. J. GRAY,
BAKER BROS. AGENCY, INC.
plant Broom Corn. Seed for sale
(SEAL)
Notary Public
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Filed in office of State Corpora- My commission expires Aug. 9, 1923. at Gurley Warehouse.
State
of
New
Mexico,
County of
tion Commission of New Mexico,
Curry, ss. ,
June 3, 1920, 2 p. m.
Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.
On this 1st day of June, A. D.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.

,..

.

UU j ukai.
'?

1920, before me personalis appeared
Compared: ICK-JJState of New Mexico, Cou..ty of H. E. Baker, J. H. Shepard, J. C.
Luikart and R. A. Smith, io me well
Curry, as.
I hereby certify that this instru- known to be the persons described in
ment was filed for record on the 5th and who executed the above and
day or June, A. D. 1920, at 4:00 foregoing instrument and who each
o'clock p. m., and duly recorded in acknowledged to me that he executed
book 1, page 288, of the records of the same as his free act and deed and
for the uses and purposes therein
Ait. of Inc. of said County.
expressed.
W. C. ZERWER,
In witness whereof, I have hereunCounty Clerk.
to set my hand and affixed my offiBy Ola Devitt, Deputy.
,
cial seal thia the 1st day of June, A.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Corporation
State
Commision of D. 1920.
FAYE HEAD.
New Mexico.
Notary Public.
CERTIFICATE
OF COMPARISON (SEAL)
United States of America, State of My commission expires Feb. 6, 1923.
New Mexico, ss.
ENDORSED
It is hereby certified that the anNo. 10611.
nexed is a full, true and complete
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Page 22.
transcript of the
Certificate
of
of
Certificate of Stockholders'
Stockholders of
of
BAKER BROS. AGENCY. INC,
BAKER BROS. AGENCY, INC.
(No Stockholders' Liability
(No Stockholder's Liability)
Filed in the Office of the State
No 10611.
Corporation Commision of New Mex
with the endorsements thereon, as ico, June 3, 1920, 2 p. m.
same appears on lile and of record
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
in the office of the State Corporation Compared : ICK-JJCommission,
state of New Mexico, County of
In testimony whereof, the State
urry, SB.
1 hereby
Corporation Commission of the State
certify that this inatm
of New Mexico has caused this cer- ment was filed for record on the fith
signed
be
by
to
day
tificate
its chairman
or June, A. D. 1920, at 4:00
and the seal of said Commission, to O'clock D. m.. and dulv reenrifori in
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe book 1. page 293. of the record of
on this Third day of June A. D. 1920. sin. oi me oi saia county.
(Seal)
J. M. LUNA.
W. C. ZERWER,
Acting Chairman.
Attest:
Countv Clerk.
A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
By Ola Devitt, Deputy.
Certificate of Stockholders'
of
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE
BAKER BROS. AGENCY, INC.
(No Stockholders' Liability
All persons are notified that the
State of New Mexico, County of undersigned
was appointed the ad
Curry, as.
We, C. C. Baker, H. E. Baker. J, ministratrix of the estate of J. L.
H. Shepard, J. C. Luikart, and R. A. Downing, deceased, by the Probate
Smith, do hereby certify and declare Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
that there shall be no stockholders' on
the 18th day of May, 1920, and
liability on account of any stock Issued by Baker Bros. Agency, Inc., all claims must be legally presented
(No Stockholders'
Liability), of
which corporation we- are the incorporators.
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals this the
29th day of May, A. D. 1920.
(SEAL)
C. C. Baker
(SEAL)
H. E. Baker
(SEAL)
J. H. Shepard
J. C. Luikart (SEAL)
R. A. Smith
(SEAL)
State of Arkansas, County of

tlghOj used
wanting
twa boi.vuj, ' ald
tractors, see ma. These csa be
had at attractive price by seeing mt
at my office, East' Grand Ave. D
'
P. Shinn.
.
Anyone

tratU'r plows,'

ta-tra- ilt

of a money cro this fall
plant Broom Corn. Seed tot sale
at Gurley Warehouse.
Be sure

O

arm Loams
. .The First Mortgage Loan Co. wants to
talk to the man who needs a farm loon.Our
loans are made without any red tape. . No

ty

inspection fees and you get all you borrow.

a

The First Mortgage
Loan Go.

ty

With First NtUoml Binlt Of ClovU

-

i
for Highest Possible Quulity
Lowest Pouible Price

ss

this 2flth day of May, A. D.
1920, before me personally appeared
C. C. Baker, to me well known to
On

at

be the person described in and who
executed the above and foregoing in- -

dole-gate-

ness

Third, To acquire, own, sell and
otherwise dispose of und deal in
stocks, bonds, mortgages, securities,
notes and commercial paper of corporations and individuals; to purchase, improve, develop, hold and enjoy
real estutc in fee simple, upon ground
Jlonl ur lease, and to lease, mortgage,
and sell the sumo in such parts or
parcels, improved or unimproved,
and on such terms as to time and
manner of payment as may be agreed
upon; and to conduct a general brokerage agency and commission business for others in the purchase, sale
and management of real estate for
others, and the negotiation of leases
thereon, and the negotiation of loans
thereon; to purchase and sell for oth
cn personal property, stocks, bonds,
and notes, and to negotiate loans
thereon for others.
Fourth, To act as trustee in deeds
At trust or mortgages on real or per
sonal property or any evidences of
value to secure them, and to act as
agents for letting houses, and lands,
and the collection
rents and the
payment of taxes.
To
insure
owners
Fifth.
of real
estate and all others interested therein, as leasee's, mortgagees, cestui
que trust, under deeds of trust of
any kind, or in any other matter
v.'hatsoever, from loss by reason of
defective titles, liens or incumber-anccand to examine ar search land
titles and furnish opinions thereon
or abstracts thereof.
Sixth, To carry on such other busi- ncss pertaining to the business of ab- streets, Insurance, Bonds, Brokerage,
loans and real estate, as may be
found necessary or desirable ir such
as w generally engaged in by a corporation of this kind.
Seventh, To borrow money and to
famic bonds, notes and evidences of
indebtedness therefor, and to secure
the same by pledge, mortgage or
other hypothication of any and all of
tta property; to do all things incidental to the several objects hewin
declared or any of them, and to do
and perform generally any and everything not forbidden by law, which
a natural person under like or similar circumstances can or could do,
under an by virtue of the laws of
the State of New Mexico, or the laws
of the United States.
4. The amount of the total authorized capital stock sf the corporation is Fifty Thousand and
JlOO.uoo.uO)
Dollars, divided into
Hundred (BOO) Shares of the
value
of
One Hundred ($100.00)
per
Dollars per share.
C.
The names and post office addresses of the incorporators and the
number of shares subscribed fir liy
each arc as follows:
C. C. Baker, Clovis, New Mexico,
100 shares.
H. E. Baker, Clovla, New Mexico,
100 shares.
J. H. Shepard, Clovis, New Mexico,
SO shares.
J. C. Luikart, Clovis, New Mexico,

West Side
Garage
Corner Mitchell and Otero

All kinds of mechanical work done.
guaranteed.

Give us a

trial.
1

D. W. Criswell

JadBBasBBBBsskw

Manager
I

'f

Save Rent Money

s,

0

If you arc among the thourumls of people who are interested
beating the HIGH COST OF LIVING, you will be interested in
our remarkable burguins in ARMY COODS. Tents arc cheap
you
cun buy one with one month's rent money. Look at our prices.
in

10x16 Pyramidal Squad Tent, 12 or., duck..
Same tent, treated with Gov't waterproofing
?
9x9 Officers' Ridge Pole Tent, 12 ot. duck
Olive Drab Wool Officers Blanket, brand new
Grey Wool Hospital Blanket, 66x88 in., new
Same blanket, slightly used and renovated
Folding Canvas Cots new.
Camp Stools, with or without backs, new
Rhaki Army Breeches, slightly used, laundered
Wool Army Shirts, O. D., excellent condition
Canvas leggms, front or side lace, new

$33.00
42.50
30.00
8.50
8.00

..8.50
8.50
1.50
1.60

I

m

Ted and
a aood looker
That's Spur. The kindest, gentlest,' most?
likable cigarette that ever was bred from the
world's best.
Blended in a new way that brings out that
good tobacco taste. Crimped, too not pasted
cigmaking a
g
slower-burnin-

g,

easier-drawin-

arette.
Everybody wants to move behind a winner.
Spur cigarettes at 20 cents for 20 colors brown
and silver are leaving the field behind.
Smoke a Spur. Say it yourself: "Spurs
win.

Ijcuitt tt

Mvsat Tobacco

Co".

3.00
1.25

We have other bargains too numerous to mention, and will be
pleased to send complete price list at your request.
Our MAIL
ORDER DEPARTMENT Insures satisfacticn for our out of town
customers. Send check or money order to

Army Equipment Co.
O. Bos 1870

207 WEST EICHTH STREET
Fori Worth, T

Phone Lamar 959

areU 28
jT

.
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0
We pay a special courtesy to those

nti IntarAnt. r t.ViA nrrmfir. at.
tractive furnishing of the home.
a
w
j. I you inave a neea in uur uue, wo
will gladly do our best to save you

vrWn
ji
it

.

i

1."

1

v

II

.rim-- "

P-- .--

To you who are hot buying furniture, we welcome you anyway and will

..Vt

feel honored to have you calL

money.

1

Our Experience of House House Furnishing is at Your Command
WE FURNISH THE HOME COMPLETE
206, 203 210, 212

Glovis Furniture & Undertaking

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

Curry, Stute of New Mexico,
lots numbered nine (9) and ten (10)
unmoerea
eignteen
block
in
110)
in t ho town of Melrose.
Curry County, Stute of New Mexico,
plat
according
to the recorder
thereof, and for an order of sale of
said property to satisfy the amount
31 said note, interest, cos:; ana attorney's fee, and forever barring and
foreclosing said defendant from all
rifrht t.itlo. oatat.0. Iiitprfmt. nrnnprtv
and equity of the redemption in and
to said premises or any pan inereoi.
You will further take notice that
nnlpM vnn nnnpnr. Answer or other
wise plead in said cause and suit an
or before the 16th day ol August,
lUZU, that the allegations set lonn in
nlnintiff. rnmniiiint will hfl taken ns
and confess and the plaintiff
true
. in
a .:li
l court lor, ana win
appiy to me
win
m

tnkA

(uHf-mp- nt

hv

ffofAtllt

flP&inflt

vnn. unit will annlv to the court for
the relief as prayed lor in tne complaint filed herein.
WitnnM mv hand and thn .pnl fit
said Court this the 21st day of June,

Smith. Plaintiff VS. L. Dod
gon and John J. Stevens, defend
ants. No. 1620.
Notice is hereby given that WilTHE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
liam L. Glen, of St. Vrain, N. M., To L. Dodson, the above named de
W. C. ZERWER,
fofulAnt. crreotiniP!
(SEAL)
who, on May 29, 1917, made AddiYnu will hori'hv take notice that a County Clerk and
Clerk
tional Homestead entry No. 016762,
suit has been filed and is now pend
of the I list net (.ourt or Lurry
for SW'4, Section 31, TownBhip 3 N., ing In Hii District Court of Currv
County, State of New Mexico,
Range 33 E.,N.M.P.Mcridian has filed County, State of New Mexico, in
anu
3
smnn
is
L.
A.
piainim,
Final
which
make
to
notire of intention
viii hn mini I.. Dmliion. and John
year proof to establish claim to the J.
Stevens are defendants, said suit
D.
R.
before
described,
1 ll'O
land above
tillni1lfiri.fl
the
on
Jiiiinir
Elder, U. S. Commissioner, in bi xivil iln I; t of uiirl court, and that
office at St. Vrain, N. M., on the Howells and Reese whose business
and post office address it Clovis, New
20th dav of June, 1920.
Mexico, are attorneys for plaintiff in
names as witnesses; said suit.
Claimant
James B. Hoy, Frank E. Dent, Edwin
You will further take notice that
P. Bookter. Joe Randolph, alt of St. the general objects of suid action are
to nhtain hv
it
di fnllnum
Vrain, N. M.
plaintiff a judgment against you for
W. R. McGILL,
foreclosure 01 a certain mortRegister the
gage dnted July 7, 1916, securing
vnnr turn nortftin nromiiorv notes of
even date therewith, for the sum of
PUBLICATION NOTICE
$105.00 each, upon the following de
In the District Court In and for scribed real estate lying ana aiuiiuon
Curry County, State of New Mexico. in the town of Melrose, County of
A

T.

tn-w-

I

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

R. M. BISHOP, Manager

t:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

206, 208 210, 212

Go.

f.-i-

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE
All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed administrator of the estate of Mary A. Mc- Cairhren. deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 1st day of June, 1920, and all
claims must be legally presented
within one year from said date or
same will be forever barred.
J. W. WILKINSON,
Administrator.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208-210-21-

2

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

REGISTERED DUROC JERSEY
SWINE 25 intensely bred Orion
Cherry King fall gilts, bred to a good
son of Fancy Orion King for Septem
No better pedigree
ber farrow.
could be written. An exceptional op
portunity to secure foundation stock
of the most approved type and breed-int$125.00 each registered in your
own name and delivered to your
station. The Hamiln Farms, Far- well. Texas.

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.

now.

f.

9o

o

o

O
tt

CORN-Ne- w
BROOM
Mexico'
Get your seed at
one sure srop.
Gurley Warehouse.

w

CO

a

Phone 97 for job work of all kinds,

time to refinish your
A good painter at my shop
Phone 254. Bert Curless. tfo

A splendid

sutos.

If its news The News wants it.

The "Cream" of
Phosphate Baking Powder
Dr. Price's "Cream" Baking Powder is now made with pure
phosphate by methods of production which make it the
"cream" of phosphate Baking Powders.

oney Harder
to Obtain in

the East

Dr. PR
66

cream

PS

59
V

w

I
alining Pow
Sells for about HALF the price charged when
Notwithstanding the fart that money is much
harder to get in the east, wo arc still making loans
on improved farms favorably located, but we are
restricted for the present to loans on improved farms
occupied and farmed by applicant. Caunofmakc
loans at this time to

the powder contained Cream of Tartar
end appeals to every housewife who is interested in reducing
the high cost of living and in protecting the health of her home.

non-iesiden- ts.

Here are the prices:

Union Mortgage
Company
North Main Street
- -- J.

25c for 12 oz.
15c for 6 oz.
10c for 4 oz.
Contains no alum.

Clovis, N. M.

,

Never disturbs digestion

.J.--
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CLOVrS ELKS ROMP
TUCUMCARI

'1

a clean one, stole second and third BANKERS APPRECIATE

ON

TLAM

7- -6

and scored when Wharton muffed
Mason's grounder.
Mason stole second and scored on Turner's single.
In the sixth Tueumcarl
scored
twice when Nutt singkd, Ruth
d
and Warden drove a hot one
through short. Again la the sevonth
Barkley counted ono on an error and
Nutt's single. Two more came in
inthe eighth when Warden and Babe
Ruth counted on Berkley's
e
hit.
In the ninth Denise was replaced
by Goodwin after Branson had walked and Nutt jingled, Wharton walked and Branson scored on Red Branson's long fly to canter. In the excitement Wharton ran down to second which was held by Nutt, and was
tiigRcd out. An interesting squabble
followed, and the game still looked
interesting, but Carlisle gobbled up
Ruth's high foul, and the game was
over.
Umpires for the tame were Cnmn- bell of Clovis and Fuir cf Tueumcarl.
The local nine will clash with the
Hereford Texas, team in that citv
next Sunday. Hereford has an ex
ceptionally strong team, and the
game undoubtedly will be an inter
esting one.
Amarillo Hara July 3rd and 4th
Gaines for the 3rd and 4th of Julv
have been scheduled on the local diamond with Amarillo. Theao will
probably be the best games of the
season so far. The game on the 3rd
will be held under the auspices of
the picnic committee, and no admission will he charged. Admission,
however, will be charged for the
game on Sunday afternoon. Members
of the team have stated that since
the expenses of these two games will
be unusually heavy, they will need
the support of every loyal base ball
fan inClovis.
trip-ple-

Pitching

of Danisa and Turnar's
Horn
Run, Faatura in Sunday's
Cam. Amarillo Hare July 3rd
and 4th.

two-bas-

The Clovis Elks base ball team ad
ded another to their long list of victories Sunday afternoon when the
Tueumcarl nine went down to the
tune of 7 to 6 on the local diamond.
Features of the frame were the
pitching of Denise and Turner's home
run in the fifth.
Just before the
(tame Denise received a severe blow
on the jaw by a bat that slipped
from Goodwin's hands, which knocked him unconscious for a few minutes
and broke out three of his teeth. But
the gritty little pitcher took the box
in
form and marked out the
visitors in
order for
If you have trouble in the EYES, five innings.
EARS,
HEAD,
NOSE
BRAIN,
Turnar'i Home Run
In the fifth Turner slammed a
THROAT, HEART, LUNGS. LIVER,
STOMACH, KIDNEYS, SPLEEN, long one into left field and gained
BOWELS, THIGHS, ARMS, LEGS, third before Tueumcarl could get the
ball into play. Without stopping, he
FEET.
raced home and landed safely with
a pretty slide. This was ihn nnlu
will give you relief if anything; will. home run made during the game.
Clovis started scoring in the third
BRING YOUR
Hickok walked and passed to
after
CHILDREN TO ME
when they are aick or in ill health. second and third and wan followed
I will be their best friend, and my by Mason who gained first on an
Both
djustinirs will do them the ureatest error and passed to second.
men scored whon Goodwin rolled a
good.
slow one down first base line and
LET ME PROVE IT TO YOU
beat it out In the fourth Carlisle
landed a hot one through pitchers
box, stole second, passed to third and
scored on Scery's
e
hit.
Seery then scored on Barkley's error.
CHIROPRACTOR
Tueumcarl Starts
Anyone desiring an excellent bru di
Warriner Building
In the sixth, Hayes, who had reNorth
113 S. Main
Pbona 101 placed Seery at left field, binglcd out agency please call at 621
Ross,
,

COME AND
GET WELL

air-tig-

CHIROPRACTIC

Dr. C. 0. Warriner

two-bas-

THE

GIVEN

In behalf of the banking institutions of Clovis, we desire to express
our sincere appreciation to the good
citizens of Clovis for the cordial hospitality shown the delegates of the
Panhandle Bankers' Association. We
desirfc to especially
express
out
thanks to the ladies of the Christian
Church for the efficient and elegant
manner in which they served our banquet of one hundred. and fifty plates,
which was no small undertaking. Also
to the good people who so kindly
opened their homes and made it
for us to take care of this
und to those who gave their
services and automobiles so liberally.
Much credit is also due the Elks
minstrel for their splendid cabaret
entertainment, which was so novel
and entertaining as to bring praise
from every one present: to the Jnhn.
son Chamber of Commerce band fori
the splendid music rendered at lhi
station upon the arrival of all trains,
which was proof positive to every
delegate as he stonned forth thntl
Clovis had
real band and were go- mg to have a real convention.
Many compliments were also passed
upon the splendid music furnished by
Croft's orchestra. This muni,. u...
rendered in such a splendid mr.nner
that the only way it was possible to
keep the delegates from dancing instead of eating at the banquet hall
was the promise of a dance later.
We fuel that each and every citizen of Clovis, who came in contact
with the delegates, did everything in

".'','

WW

pos-sib-

dele-Ratio-

I

I

.

C. W. HARRISON

Clovis Banker Named Vice President of Panhandle

Banken Association

The fixtures for the Fanners modern house in North Park AddiState Bank have arrived and are be- tion, three blocks from high school.
ing installed this week.
Priced to sell. Write to V. H. Miller,
route 1, Tcxico, N. M.
Up
their power to make them feel that
they were welcome to our city and
FOR SALE. New electric washit is impossible for us to express the ing machine, girts bicycle, range with
appreciation that we honestly feel.
water front, lawn mower, electric
Entertainment Committee.
iron, Whito sewing machine, two Navajo rugs. All almost new. Call at
FOR SALE. A four room semi- - 521 N. Ross
Up

SPECIAL PRICES

itp

OR HARVEST

1
She was half Mexican,

half American.
In her veins flowed that strange blood
strain of the border. A mixture of fire
and ice. Which blood ruled her heart?

Commencing Saturday, June 26th
Running to July 3rd

From the Famous border story by

Mr. Farmer:

Stop and think what you can save by
buying your groceries from A. B. Austin & Co.

Augustus Thomas

When Two Men Fight

FLOUR
Moses Best, per 100
Hello of Wichita, per 1001b
Bakers Pride per KKMb

About a Woman
;md one is a
a

American

red-blood-

and tin other
CANNED GOODS
Dexter Corn per doz.

Mexican ami the
half American half Mexican well;you 'II find action and
thrills and drama and romance.
warm-bloode-

d

Per Case
Van (Jump's Hominy per doz

Per ciisc

You'll clutch your scat when you sec the wild
riding double barreled border raid! This colorful,
speedy, heartful romance of the border by one who
knows tlui border so well
means see it.

$7.00
$7.00
$6.90

will thrill you.

By

Hoc brand Tom's, No.
Per case

$1.80
$3.50
$1.80
$3.50

Lij, doz. ..$2.40
$4.75

SHORTENING
Ciidaliy White Ifibbon, lnicket..$2.15
Cottoleno, large bucket $2.65
Criseo, 61b bucket
$2.15
Crust ino, (j lb bucket
$2.00

all

TWO REEL LION COMEDY

MEATS
Salt Pork by side per pound
26c
Smoked meat by side, per pound 30c
Hex Bacon, narrow strip, by the
strip, per pound
..40c
Bex Bacon, wide strip, by the
strip, per pound
50c
I'ienie Hams, per pound
28c
Puritan Hams, per pound
44c

Atlas Oats,

:

OATS
packages
SOAP

Crystal White, 10 bars
Clean Easy, 10 bars
Wood Chuck, 24 bars

65c
65c
$1.00

SUGAR
GALLON FRUITS
")
pounds
for
$1.00
No. 10 Nile Plums, per gal
90c
1.00 worlh to the customer
Hy the ease
$5.25
No. 10 Capitol Peaches, per gal.
$22.50
$1.00 Hy the sack
No. 10 Capitol Pears per gal
$1.00
No. 10 Capitol Apricots, per gal. .$1.00
SPUDS
8 pounds for
$1.00
HONEY
Hy the sack
uc
New crop Texas comb Honey 10!b $3.75

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

AT THE

rTi7rprpfrr

SYRUP

M

(iood

BROOMS
broom

.60c

Blue Karo, per bucket
90c
Dunbar's Southern Syrup, bucket $1.25

Austin & C

SATURDAY MIGHT
JUNE 26th

(Incorporated)

TRY TO GET IN

PHONES 49, 52 and

The Price
43

The Thing

113 North Main Street
And Grand Avenue

PHONES 49, 52 Sold 43
i

